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Abstract

Asymmetric dark matter (ADM) is a framework relating the observed baryon
asymmetry of the Universe to the dark matter number density by generating
an asymmetry component in DM via baryogenesis. Thus ADM naturally
explains the coincidence of the baryon and DM density for DM with an
O(1) GeV mass and a large annihilation cross section.

In order to construct the ADM model with mass in the GeV range and
with a large annihilation cross section, a composite particle in a new strong
dynamics is a possible and simple candidate for two reasons. First, the
strong dynamics naturally explains the ADM mass in the GeV range. Sec-
ond, its large annihilation cross section due to the strong dynamics leaves
the asymmetric component to be dominant over the symmetric component.
In such composite ADM scenarios, the dark sector, which contains the DM,
has a relatively large number of particles emerging from the confinement
of the strong dynamics. The large degrees of freedom in the dark sector
results in the overclosure of the Universe or contradicts the observations of
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the successful Big-Bang Nu-
cleosynthesis. Thus, in order to construct a cosmologically safe composite
ADM model, we need a portal to transfer the excessive energy in the dark
sector to the Standard Model (SM) sector.

In this thesis, we consider composite ADM models with a dark photon
portal, which has a sub-GeV mass and kinetic mixing with the SM photon.
We investigate the viable parameter space of the dark photon in detail, con-
sidering the constraints from the CMB observation of the effective number of
neutrinos and direct detection experiments. We also discuss the testability
of the model in indirect detection experiments. Finally, we construct a chi-
ral composite ADM model which dynamically generates O(100) MeV mass
of the dark photon. The contents of this thesis is based on Refs. [1, 2, 3].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has achieved a great success in
describing the interacting nature of the visible particle contents of the Uni-
verse. Despite this successful construction of the SM, there remain unsolved
problems such as the nature of the dark matter (DM), the origin of the tiny
neutrino mass, the strong CP problem, etc. Among these physics beyond the
SM, DM is one of the most attractive subjects of cosmology, astrophysics,
and particle physics. Since the discovery by Zwicky [4], there have been
many observations that support the existence of DM (see [5, 6] for reviews).
Although a vast amount of theoretical and experimental researches has been
carried out to unveil the detail of the DM, its nature remains elusive apart
from several properties: its electromagnetic interaction is feeble; it is cold
enough to cluster along with the primordial gravitational potential; it is
stable at least over the age of the Universe.

One of the theoretical goals is to reveal the DM production mechanism.
A simple and realistic candidate is the thermal freeze-out mechanism [7]:
Starting from an equilibrium state with a hot and dense SM plasma, the
DM particle gradually decreases its interaction rate with SM particles as
the Universe expands and cools down, and eventually decouples from the
thermal bath with its abundance fixed near the decoupling temperature.
The most prominent feature of this mechanism is a so-called “WIMP mir-
acle”. Because the abundance of a thermally produced massive particle is
determined only by its interacting cross section with the Standard Model
(SM) particles, but not depending on its mass, we can reproduce the ob-
served abundance of the DM by setting its annihilation cross section as
〈σv〉 ∼ 10−26 cm3/s, which is comparable to the weak interaction cross sec-
tion. Due to this simple and miraculous feature, the weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) has been one of the most promising candidates for
DM [8, 9].
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However, there are known problems that are difficult to solve within
the WIMP paradigm, which motivate to construct other DM scenario than
WIMP. One of such problems is the so-called “coincidence problem of the
Universe”, which means the close matching between the abundances of
baryons and of DM; ΩDM/Ωb ∼ 5 [10]. Because there is a 10-orders-of-
magnitude discrepancy between the observed baryon number density and
theoretically predicted value of thermally produced baryon abundance with-
out asymmetry, we need baryon asymmetry generation mechanism, baryo-
genesis, to compensate for this discrepancy. Thus, after the recovery of the
O
(
10−10

)
discrepancy in the baryon sector, the coincidence of baryon and

DM abundance seems unnatural. Within the WIMP paradigm, because of
the difference in the production mechanism between baryons and DM, it is
difficult to solve this coincidence problem. Although the coincidence prob-
lem is often overlooked, it can lead to a breakthrough to identify the origin
of the DM. Therefore, it is worth considering concrete models which can
solve this problem and their phenomenologies.

To solve this problem, a paradigm called asymmetric DM (ADM) is
suggested [11]. The ADM is based on the simple idea that the abundance of
the DM and baryons have the same origin, i.e., the baryogenesis. With this
scenario, the asymmetries in SM and dark sector are related to each other,
thus for the DM with O(1) GeV mass, the coincidences of the baryon and
DM are naturally related.

When building models within the ADM scenario, there are some require-
ments. The first is that the DM has a mass of O(1) GeV. The second is that
the DM annihilation cross section is large enough to eliminate the symmet-
ric component in DM. The third is that we need a portal operator which
relates the asymmetries in SM and dark sectors. Among ADM models, a
composite ADM can dynamically realize the first two requirements [12, 13].
The DM mass in the GeV range naturally arises from the strong dynamics.
A large annihilation cross section of composite DM into lighter degrees of
freedom (e.g., dark meson) makes the symmetric component of the relic DM
density negligible.

By construction, however, the effective number of massless degrees of
freedom in the composite dark sector is sizable in the early Universe. If
those particles are also stable, their energy density overcloses the Universe,
or contributes to the effective number of neutrino degrees of freedom, Neff ,
too much, depending on their masses [14]. Thus, some light portal particle
is needed to transfer the excessive entropy of the dark sector into the SM
sector.

A simple possibility for such a portal is a light dark photon. It has a
mass in the sub-GeV range and decays into the SM particles (mainly into
the leptons) through kinetic mixing with the SM photon. In this thesis,
we construct minimal ADM models with a QCD-like SU(3) strong inter-
action, a QED-like U(1) gauge interaction, and global B − L symmetry.
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We also adopt thermal leptogenesis [15] for B − L asymmetry generation
mechanism. Added with massive right-handed neutrinos, this model also
naturally explains the observed tiny neutrino masses via the seesaw mech-
anism [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. With this model, we investigate the impact of
decaying dark photon on Neff and identify the viable parameter space.

Based on the model above, we also consider the impact of a Majorana
mass in DM. The Majorana mass violates B − L symmetry, thus can lead
to late time oscillation of the DM. By taking into account the derived con-
straints, we show that such a model can be tested by direct detection ex-
periments of DM through the coupling to the dark photon.

In the ADM model above, the dark photon plays an important role to
transfer the excessive energy of the dark sector into the SM. However, for
this scenario to be successful, the dark photon should be lighter than DM.
This requirement invokes another coincidence problem.

A natural solution for the mass coincidence of DM and the dark photon
is to generate the dark photon mass in the same dynamics which produces
dark baryons. Therefore, we construct a chiral ADM model with a similar
charge assignment as in Refs. [21, 22], in which the dark photon mass is
dynamically produced.

1.2 Outline of this thesis

The construction of this thesis is as follows.

Cahpters 2 and 3 are devoted to review of DM theory and experimental
bounds on DM. In chapter 2, we review the thermal production mechanism
of the DM and baryogenesis. After that, we review the motivation of ADM
and key ingredients in constructing ADM models. In chapter 3, we review
the experimental constraints on general DM such as direct detection and
indirect detection experiments.

From chapter 4 to chapter 6, we investigate concrete models of composite
ADM and estimate experimental constraints on the models. The contents
of these chapters are based on Refs. [1, 2, 3] respectively. In chapter 4,
we construct a composite ADM model with a dark photon portal based
on SU(3)D×U(1)D gauge group. We also investigate the cosmological and
direct detection constraints on this model. In chapter 5, we discuss the
impact of a Majorana mass term on the ADM model and testability in the
indirect detection experiments. In chapter 6, we construct a chiral composite
ADM model which dynamically induces O(100) MeV dark photon mass.

We devote the final chapter of discussions and conclusions.
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1.3 Notations

We adapt the natural unit ~ = c = kB = 1 unless otherwise noted. We take
the convention for the metric signature as ηµν = (+,−,−,−), where ηµν is
the Minkowski metric. For the flat and expanding Universe, we work in the
Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker metric

ds2 ≡ gµνdxµdxν = dt2 − a(t)2[dx2 + dy2 + dz2] ,

where a(t) is the scale factor of the Universe. The reduced Planck mass is

MPl ≡
1√

8πG
= 2.435× 1018 GeV ,

where G is the gravitational constant, G = 6.674−11 m3kg−1s−2.
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Chapter 2

Review of Asymmetric Dark
Matter

There has been a wide variety of DM models proposed. Among them, the
WIMP scenario has long been considered as the most promising candidate
for the DM motivated by the so-called “WIMP miracle”, which means that
thermally produced DM abundance is determined only by the weak scale
annihilation cross section. However, within the WIMP paradigm, it is ob-
viously difficult to solve the “coincidence problem”, which mentions that
there is a miraculous match between the DM and the baryon abundances.
This is because the DM abundance and the baryon abundance are produced
from different mechanisms from each other. This deficit of the ability to ex-
plain the coincidence problem leads to the asymmetric dark matter (ADM)
scenario.

In this chapter, we first review the thermal production mechanism of
DM and baryon asymmetry generation called baryogenesis. Next, we review
the motivation of the ADM scenario and finally review the key ingredients
required to construct a concrete model for this paradigm.

2.1 Thermal DM Production

In the early stage of the evolution process, the Universe was a hot and dense
plasma consisting of the SM particles and the DM. At first, in this plasma,
particles scatter each other frequently enough that they are in thermal equi-
librium. However, as the Universe expands, the plasma temperature and
the interaction rates decrease and some particles decouple from the thermal
bath, eventually. The DM, which is a stable particle, reaches a constant
number density after decoupling from the SM thermal bath. In this section,
we see how the relic abundances of particles are determined by thermal
freeze-out [23, 24].

Generally, a particle obeying a momentum distribution, f(p), has a num-
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ber density

n =

∫
g d3p

(2π)3
f(p), (2.1.1)

where g represents spin degrees of freedom of the particle. Especially, a
particle in thermal equilibrium with a thermal bath has a distribution

feq(p) =
1

eEp/T ∓ 1
, Ep =

√
|p|2 +m2 (2.1.2)

where T is the temperature of the thermal bath, m is the mass of the
particle, and the minus (plus) sign in the denominator corresponds to a
bosonic (fermionic) statistics.

To describe a departure from the thermal equilibrium, the Boltzmann
equation with collision terms is frequently used. The distribution function
of the i-th particle obeys the equation

∂

∂t
fψ(t,x,p) +

dx

dt
· ∂

∂x
fψ(t,x,p) +

dp

dt
· ∂

∂p
fψ(t,x,p) = C[fψ], (2.1.3)

where fψ(t,x,p) is the distribution function of the particle and ψ and C[fψ]
stands for the collision terms of ψ. More specifically, for the process ψ+X ↔
Y the collision term is given by

Cψ+X↔Y [fψ] = − 1

2Eψ

∫
dΠXdΠY (2π)4δ

pψ +
∑
i

pXi −
∑
j

pYj

S∣∣M̄ψ+X→Y
∣∣2

×

fψ∏
i

fXi
∏
j

(1± fYj )− (1± fψ)
∏
i

(1± fXi)
∏
j

fYj

 .
(2.1.4)

dΠidΠf =
∏
i

gXid
3pXi

(2π)32EXi

∏
j

gYjd
3pYj

(2π)32EYj
, (2.1.5)

where X and Y can be multi-particle states, g’s are spin degrees of free-
dom of particles, M̄ψ+X→Y is a spin-averaged amplitude for the process
and S counts the symmetry factor. The factor 1 ± f indicates the Bose
enhancement for the plus sign and the Pauli blocking for the minus sign.

Eψ =
√
p2
ψ +m2 is the energy of the particle ψ with mass m. Since the

Universe is homogeneous and isotropic1, we ignore the position and angular
dependence of the distribution function. Because of the expanding Universe,

1This assumption is valid since the observed density fluctuations and anisotropies are
small enough [25, 26].
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momenta of the particle redshift as the inverse of the scale factor, p ∝ 1/a(t),
thus Eq.(2.1.3) is rewritten as

∂

∂t
fψ(t, p)−H ∂

∂p
fψ(t, p) = C[fψ], (2.1.6)

where H is the Hubble parameter. By integrating over the momentum space,
we can rewrite the Boltzmann equation of two-body scattering, ψ + ψ ↔
(any final state), in terms of number density,

ṅψ + 3Hnψ = −〈σv〉(n2
ψ − n2

ψ,eq), (2.1.7)

where nψ,eq denotes the equilibrium density of the particle and 〈σv〉 is a
thermally averaged cross section of the annihilation process. Here we assume
that the distribution of ψ is proportional to the equilibrium distribution
function, fψ ∝ fψ,eq. Let us define a yield as Y = nψ/T

3 and introduce a
dimensionless variable x = m/T . Then the equation above is rewritten as

dY

dx
= − m3〈σv〉

x2H(m)
(Y 2 − Y 2

EQ). (2.1.8)

To get more intuition, we deform this equation as

x

YEQ

dY

dx
= − Γ

H(m)

[(
Y

YEQ

)2

− 1

]
, (2.1.9)

where Γ = 〈σv〉nEQ is the interaction rate and we use the x dependence of
the Hubble parameter, H ∝ x−2 2. We see that the Boltzmann equation
describes the feature of thermal equilibrium and decoupling; if the interac-
tion is strong enough (Γ� H) particle ψ is in thermal equilibrium with SM
particles (Y ' YEQ), and if the interaction becomes inefficient (Γ� H) the
particle ψ decouples from SM thermal bath.

When we think about the relic density of DM, we mostly care about
freeze-out temperature, xf , and relic yield, Y∞. To estimate these quantities,
we consider the evolution of the departure from the equilibrium density,
∆ = Y − YEQ by solving the equation,

d

dx
∆ = − d

dx
YEQ −

m3σ0

x2H(m)
∆(2YEQ + ∆). (2.1.10)

Here we assume that the annihilation process is s-wave, thus the thermal
average of the cross section is independent of the temperature, and we pa-
rameterize it as 〈σv〉 = σ0. For early times, Y is close to its equilibrium
value, therefore we can approximate ∆ ' 0 and d∆/dx ' 0. This yields,

∆ ' −x
2

2λ

d lnYEQ

dx
∼ x2

2λ
, (2.1.11)

2We neglected the temperature dependence of the degrees of freedom, g∗ for simplicity.
However, this does not change the discussion significantly.
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where λ = m3σ0/H(m). At the freeze-out temperature, xf , the difference
from the equilibrium value is not negligible. Thus, we define xf as ∆(xf ) =
cYEQ(xf ), where c = O(1). Even at the temperature around freeze-out, ∆
varies slowly, therefore the approximation d∆/dx ' 0 is valid. Then, near
the freeze-out, ∆ behaves as

∆ ' − x2

λ(2YEQ + ∆)

d

dx
YEQ ' −

x2

λ(c+ 2)

d lnYEQ

dx
∼ x2

λ(c+ 2)
, (2.1.12)

thus ∆(xf ) ' x2
f/(λ(2 + c)). Combining with YEQ ∼ x3/2 exp(−x) we see

that xf depends only on lnλ and is almost independent of the mass of DM.

After freeze-out, YEQ is much smaller than Y , thus Y obeys

d

dx
∆ = −λx−2Y 2 (2.1.13)

Integrating this equation from x = xf to x =∞, we obtain

1

Y∞
− 1

Yf
' 1

Y∞
=

λ

xf
, (2.1.14)

where Yf is the yield at the freeze-out and we ignore 1/Yf since Yf is larger
than Y∞.

Finally, we can estimate the DM mass dependence of the energy density
of the DM at today’s Universe, ρDM,0. It can be written in terms of m,Y∞,

ρDM,0 ∝ mY∞ =
H(m)xf
m2σ0

. (2.1.15)

In the radiation-dominated era, H(m) ∝ m2, thus ρDM,0 is determined only
by the annihilation cross section. More specifically, we write the cosmologi-
cal parameter of the matter content,

ΩDM '
H(m)xfT

3
γ,0

30m2〈σ〉ρcr

∼ 0.1h−2
(xf

10

)(g∗(m)

100

)1/2(10−26 cm3/s

〈σv〉

)
(2.1.16)

where the factor 1/30 accounts for the change of degrees of freedom in
SM thermal bath [27]. h is a dimensionless parameter defined by H0 =
100h km s−1Mpc−1, whereH0 is the Hubble constant of the present Universe.
If we consider the weak interaction, ΩDMh

2 ' 0.3 is miraculously explained.
Thus, this coincidence is called “the WIMP miracle”.
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2.2 Baryogenesis

In the last section, we see that the DM density is explained by the weak
scale annihilation cross section. This thermal freeze-out mechanism seems
to be able to explain any other particle abundances. However, the freeze-out
scenario lacks the ability to explain the SM baryons relic abundance. If we
naively apply the freeze-out relic abundance formula Eq.(2.1.14), we obtain
Yb ∼ 10−20, where Yb is the yield of baryons [24]. On the other hand, from
observations, we know that today’s universe has the baryon number as

ηB =
nb − nb̄

s
∼ 10−10, (2.2.1)

where s represents the entropy density of the Universe. Thus, to compensate
for this difference, we need the baryon asymmetry generation mechanism
called baryogenesis. In this section, we first briefly review the overview of
baryogenesis and next review the dynamics of leptogenesis.

2.2.1 Sakharov’s conditions and baryogenesis

The baryogenesis, literally, generates a baryon asymmetry dynamically even
if the Universe starts from a baryon symmetric state. For the general charge
asymmetry generating mechanism to work, we need three basic conditions.

(i) Charge number violation
If all processes do not violate the charge, the resultant products are
also charge symmetric. In the case of baryogenesis, we consider baryon
number violating processes.

(ii) C and CP violation
Even under the existence of a charge violating process, if either C/CP
is conserved, we find that the C/CP conjugated process cancels the
charge number produced from the original process.

(iii) Out of Equilibrium
If the process takes place in equilibrium the chemical potentials of
baryons and anti-baryons are equal to zero, µb = µb̄ = 0. Together
with mb = mb̄, it means that the net produced baryon number density
is equal to that of anti-baryons, nb = nb̄.

These conditions are called Sakharov’s conditions [28]. Thus, for successful
baryogenesis, we must have a process that violates baryon number conser-
vation.

Even within the SM, the baryon number and the lepton number are not
conserved independently at the quantum level, and the strictly conserved
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charge is B − L number. For classical theory, the baryon current and the
lepton current are conserved;

∂µj
µ
B = ∂µj

µ
L = 0. (2.2.2)

However, in quantum field theory, these conservation laws are violated be-
cause of the U(1)B/L -SU(2)L -SU(2)L anomaly;

∂µj
µ
B = ∂µj

µ
L =

Nf

16π2

1

2
g2

2F
a
µνF̃

aµν , (2.2.3)

where Nf is the flavor, g2 is the gauge coupling of weak interaction and
F aµν , F̃

a
µν are gauge field strength and the dual one. The factor 1/2 accounts

for that only left-handed fermions are charged under weak interaction. Thus,
we see that only B − L charge is conserved but B + L is not;

∂µj
µ
B−L = 0, ∂µj

µ
B+L =

Nf

16π2
g2

2F
a
µνF̃

aµν . (2.2.4)

The integration over spacetime of the right-hand side of the second equa-
tion is characterized by an integer called instanton number depending on
the configuration of the gauge field. This suggests that the electroweak
(EW) theory has distinct vacua labeled by B+L charge, of which displace-
ment is integers. At zero temperature an instanton, a classical configuration
connecting the distinct EW vacua, causes a B + L changing process. The
probability of this process is highly suppressed by a factor

e−Sinstanton ∼ e
− 16π2

g22 ∼ e−170 (2.2.5)

The very small exponential suppression represents that this process arises
from the quantum tunneling effect. However, by considering the finite tem-
perature effect, the transition rate becomes a different form due to the classi-
cal configuration which connects adjacent vacua. This configuration is called
the sphaleron [29, 30]. In this case, the transition is caused by the thermal
excitation process, thus the suppression comes from the Boltzmann factor,

exp

(
−Esph

T

)
, (2.2.6)

where Esph represents the height of the potential barrier between adjacent
vacua. As we can see, for high temperatures the sphaleron process is not
suppressed and is expected to frequently occur. The baryogenesis mecha-
nism called EW baryogenesis utilizes the sphaleron process to invoke the
baryon asymmetry within the realm of the SM. For the EW baryogenesis to
occur in a non-equilibrium way, the EW phase transition must be first order,
which requires the Higgs mass is mH . 80 GeV [31, 32] and contradicts with
the observation.
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A simple realization of baryogenesis is to utilize an out-of-equilibrium
decay of a heavy particle which violates B − L, C, and CP conservation.
This satisfies the Sakharov’s conditions. With the out-of-equilibrium decay,
we can realize the baryogenesis from the decay of a heavy Majorana neutrino.
The massive Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino is motivated from
the aspect of the seesaw mechanism [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], which explains the
tiny mass of the left-handed neutrinos. The Yukawa coupling terms with
right-handed neutrinos can be written as

LNR Yukawa = ỹijHL
iN̄ j

R +
1

2
MR,ijN̄

i
RN̄

j
R + h.c. , (2.2.7)

where i, j is the flavor indices, H denotes the EW Higgs doublet. We use
H for both Hubble expansion rate and the electroweak Higgs boson, but
we can easily distinguish one from the other from the context. ỹij is the
Yukawa coupling and MR,ij is the right-handed Majorana mass that realizes
the seesaw mechanism. The Majorana mass explicitly violates the lepton
number, thus the heavy neutrino, NR, has a lepton number violating pro-
cesses, NR → L+H and NR → L̄+H†. Therefore, if the Yukawa coupling,
ỹij , has a complex phase, it violates C and CP. Thus, we again realize
the Sakharov’s conditions. A lepton asymmetry generated via right-handed
neutrino decay is converted into baryon asymmetry through the sphaleron
process described above [15] (see also Refs. [33, 34, 35] for reviews).

Though we do not review in detail, it is worth noting that there are
other types of baryogenesis such as the spontaneous baryogenesis [36] and
Affleck–Dine mechanism [37], which utilize a circular motion of a scalar field
charged under B − L symmetry to invoke a B − L breaking process.

2.2.2 Dynamics of leptogenesis

We have seen the necessary condition for asymmetry generation and sev-
eral types of baryogenesis. Next, we see how the dynamics of leptogenesis
generate the asymmetry [38, 39, 40]. Hereafter, we assume that the first gen-
eration is the lightest among right-handed neutrinos; MR,1 � MR,2,MR,3.
We also suppress the flavor indices for simplicity.

To describe the out-of-equilibrium processes, the Boltzmann equation is
used again. We must pay attention to that the amplitudes for the decay and
the inverse decay are not equal to each other because of the CP-violation in
neutrino Yukawa couplings. Thus, we parameterize the CP-violation effect
as

|MNR→L+H |2 =
∣∣ML̄+H†→NR

∣∣2 =
1

2
(1 + ε)|MD|2 (2.2.8)∣∣MNR→L̄+H†

∣∣2 = |ML+H→NR |2 =
1

2
(1− ε)|MD|2 . (2.2.9)
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In the collision term of NR decay and inverse decay, we find that the effect
of CP-violation cancels between NR → L+H and NR → L̄+H†, thus the
collision term is written as∫

d3pNR CNR decay[fNR ] =

∫
dΠNRdΠLdΠH(2π)4δ(pNR − pL − pH)

× (−fNR(pNR) + f eq
NR

(pNR))
∣∣M̄D

∣∣2
= −〈ΓD〉(nNR − neq

NR
). (2.2.10)

In the same way, scattering processes, NR + L(L̄) ↔ t̄ + Q(t + Q̄) and
NR + t(t̄) ↔ L̄ + Q(L + Q), produce and reduce the number of NR. Thus,
the Boltzmann equation for NR is

dnNR
dt

+ 3HnNR = −(〈ΓD〉+ 〈ΓS〉)(nNR − neq
NR

) , (2.2.11)

where n
(eq)
NR

is the (equilibrium) number density of NR, 〈ΓD(S)〉 is a thermally
averaged interaction rate for decay (scattering) process. By taking the time
variable as z = MR/T and rewriting the Boltzmann equation with comoving
number of right-handed neutrino, NNR = nNRa

3, we obtain

dNNR

dz
= −(D + S)(NNR −N eq

NR
) , (2.2.12)

where D = 〈ΓD〉/(Hz) and S = 〈ΓS〉/(Hz).
For the lepton number, in addition to the decay of NR, 2→2 scattering

processes, L + H ↔ L̄ + H† and L + L ↔ H† + H†, also violate the lep-
ton number. When considering the collision term, we have to notice that
the collision term of L + H ↔ L̄ + H† includes an on-shell contribution
of the right-handed neutrino propagating in the s-channel. This on-shell
contribution is already taken into account in the collision term for NR de-
cay, thus we must subtract the on-shell NR contribution from the amplitude
of L + H ↔ L̄ + H†. After subtracting this contribution, the Boltzmann
equation for the lepton number density becomes [33]

dnB−L
dt

+ 3HnB−L = −ε〈ΓD〉(nNR − neq
NR

)− nB−L
neq
l

(
1

2
〈ΓD〉neq

NR
+ γ∆L=2

)
,

(2.2.13)

where neq
l represents the equilibrium density of the light neutrino and γ∆L=2

represents the collision term from L+ L↔ H† +H† plus L+H ↔ L̄+H†

without on-shell NR exchange contribution. Same as before, by changing
the variables, we obtain the equation for B − L charge as

dNB−L
dz

= −εD(NNR −N eq
NR

)−WNB−L , (2.2.14)
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where W represents the washout effect induced by the scattering processes.
Formally integrating the above equation, the B − L charge is

NB−L(z) = N init
B−L exp

(
−
∫ z

zi

dz′W (z′)

)
− 3

4
εκ(z) (2.2.15)

κ(z) =
4

3

∫ z

zi

dz′D(NNR −N eq
NR

) exp

(
−
∫ z

z′
dz′′W (z′′)

)
. (2.2.16)

The first term represents the washout of the initial asymmetry in B −L by
scattering processes and the second term represents the B − L asymmetry
created via right-handed neutrino decay. Notice that there is also a washout
factor in the second term. We call κ as the efficiency factor and define
κf = κ(z → ∞). To relate the predicted value from the leptogenesis with
the observed baryon asymmetry, ηobs

B ≡ nB/nγ = 2.73 × 10−8ΩBh
2 ∼ 6 ×

10−10, we need the fraction of B − L charge converted into the baryon
asymmetry, fsph = 28/79 [41, 42], and the dilution factor induced by the
entropy production in the SM sector, fdilute = 2387/86 [40]. Together with
these factors, the predicted value is

ηpre
B =

fsph

fdilute
Nfin
B−L =

3

4

fsph

fdilute
εκf ' 0.96× 10−2εκf . (2.2.17)

This value should be larger than observed asymmetry, thus the condition,

ε > 6× 10−8κ−1
f (2.2.18)

should be satisfied. The maximum value of the CP asymmetry, ε, can be
written as

ε .
3

16π

MR,1m3

v2
EW

, (2.2.19)

where m3 is the heaviest left-handed neutrino mass [43, 40]. Here we as-
sumed the hierarchical mass, i.e., the mass of the first generation is negligible
compared to the third generation. By using this formula, the lower limit on
right-handed neutrino mass is,

MR,1 & 6× 108 GeV

(
0.05 eV

∆m

)
κ−1
f , (2.2.20)

where we used the mass difference of neutrinos, ∆m, from neutrino oscilla-
tion [44, 45, 46] for m3. The value of the efficiency factor depends on the
strength of the washout terms, but typically κf ∼ 10−(1-2) [40], thus the
lower bound is MR,1 & 109-10 GeV.

2.3 Motivation and Key Ingredients for ADM

So far we have seen the production mechanism for WIMP and baryons. In
this section, we see how the ADM scenario is motivated and constructed [47,
48, 49].
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2.3.1 Coincidence problem

As we saw in the previous sections, if the WIMP scenario is true, DM is
mainly produced from the thermal freeze-out mechanism. On the other
hand, in the SM baryon sector, an asymmetry is injected in the early Uni-
verse and the baryon abundance is determined by its asymmetric part. How-
ever, despite the difference in production mechanisms, the observation sug-
gests that the ratio between DM and baryon abundances is O(1). The
problem is that the baryon abundance predicted from freeze-out abundance
is Yb ∼ 10−20[24], which is O

(
10−10

)
times smaller than the actual value,

ηB ∼ 6 × 10−10, we need the baryogenesis to compensate for this discrep-
ancy. After this compensation occurs, the O(1) matching between DM and
baryon density seems unnatural. This matching is called “the coincidence
problem” and is difficult to solve within the WIMP scenario.

To compensate for this hierarchy between DM and baryons, it seems
natural to think that these two components have the same origin of the pro-
duction mechanism, i.e., the baryogenesis, and the asymmetry components
dominate the abundance in both sectors. This paradigm is called asymmet-
ric dark matter (ADM), which is suggested in the literature [11]. In the
ADM framework, the asymmetry is shared between baryons and DM,

nDM − nD̄M ∼ nb − nb̄ . (2.3.1)

Thus, if the DM has an O(1) GeV mass and a large enough annihilation
cross section to eliminate the symmetric component in DM, the energy ratio
naturally ends in O(1). This is the motivation of ADM.

2.3.2 Key ingredients for ADM

Although the ratio of the asymmetry in both sectors and the DM-baryon
mass ratio depends on the detail of models, there are key features of generic
ADM models. First, we should have an asymmetry generation mechanism.
This mechanism can be any type of baryogenesis; GUT baryogenesis, ther-
mal leptogenesis, Affleck–Dine baryogenesis, etc. If we construct a dark
sector which has a strong first-order phase transition, EW baryogenesis in
the dark sector can be possible.

The second is the mechanism that distributes or transfers the generated
asymmetry between two sectors. Whatever we choose the asymmetry gener-
ating mechanism, without the asymmetry sharing process, we cannot explain
the coincidence of the number density, nDM − nD̄M ∼ nb − nb̄, which is the
core feature of ADM. There can be some types of scenarios for asymmetry
generation and distribution:

(i) Baryogenesis in SM
In this scenario, baryogenesis mainly inject asymmetry in the SM sec-
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tor and then the asymmetry distribution mechanism transfer the asym-
metry into the dark sector [50, 11, 51, 52]. In chapter 4, we adopt this
scenario together with thermal leptogenesis.

(ii) Baryogenesis in the dark sector
This is the scenario with SM and dark sector interchanged in scenario
(i). Although the exchange of the two sectors may not leave a big
difference in the resultant asymmetry, tightly constrained baryogenesis
such as EW baryogenesis can be adopted in this scenario [53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58].

(iii) Cogenesis
In this scenario, baryogenesis simultaneously generates asymmetries
in both sectors [59, 60, 61]. If we do not introduce an asymmetry
distribution mechanism which is active below the scale baryogenesis
ends, the ratio of the number density is determined by the ratio of
asymmetry in two sectors generated at the era of cogenesis.

In any case of the above, the most simple construction of the asymmetry
distribution mechanism which is free from constraints is to introduce a higher
dimension operator. The requirement for this higher dimension operator is
that it consists of SM operator charged under U(1)B−L, OSM, and dark
sector operator with opposite B − L charge, OD;

LB−Lportal =
1

Mm−4
portal

OSMOD , (2.3.2)

where m is the mass dimension of the operator OSMOD and Mportal is some
energy scale. Hereafter, we call this higher dimensional operator as the B−L
portal operator. If we assume the model in which the dark sector particles
are not charged under the SM gauge group, OSM should be charge neutral
under the SM gauge group. The same is true for OD. The assumption that
the dark sector (SM) particles are not charged under SM (dark sector) gauge
group is quite reasonable since otherwise the interaction between SM and
DM can be so strong to be constrained. Thus, there are several combinations
of field operators on the SM side;

OSM = ŪRD̄RD̄R, D̄RLQL, ĒRLL, LH , (2.3.3)

where QL is the left-handed quark doublet and ŪR, D̄R, ĒR are right-handed
anti-quarks and the right-handed anti-lepton. Among these operators, the
lowest dimensional is LH. From the dimensional ground, the interaction
rate of the portal operator is estimated as Γ ∼ T 2m−7/M2m−8

portal . This tem-
perature dependence suggests that the interaction rate decreases slower than
the expansion rate for the renormalizable or the super-renormalizable oper-
ator with m ≤ 4, while the reaction rate of the non-renormalizable operator
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(m ≥ 5) decreases faster than the expansion rate. From this observation,
we see that the higher the dimension of the operator is, the faster the reac-
tion rate drops. Thus, in order for the portal operator to be active at the
temperature below the baryogenesis end, the dimension m should be small.

Another choice for the asymmetry distribution mechanism is to utilize
the sphaleron process. The simplest possibility is the model in which the
DM is charged under SU(2)L of the SM and has a new global symmetry
U(1)X , which is an analogy of the B−L charge in the dark sector. This new
SU(2)L-SU(2)L-U(1)X anomaly implies that the DM number can be changed
by the sphaleron process. However, since the scattering cross section with
SM particle is large, ADM charged under weak interaction is constrained by
direct detection or weak boson decay [49].

Finally, we need a large enough annihilation cross section to efficiently
remove the symmetric part of the DM, otherwise the symmetric compo-
nent should dominate the DM abundance and the ADM scenario loses its
prediction. If we assume a higher dimension operator for the asymmetry
distribution mechanism, the SM and the dark sector are thermalized, and
thus there is also a thermally produced symmetric component in the dark
sector despite there being no initial abundance in DM. The direct prod-
ucts of DM annihilation can be both SM particles or dark sector particles.
However, if the dark sector products are stable, they can cause cosmological
problems; they can overclose the Universe if they are massive and lead to
large degrees of the neutrino types, Neff . Thus, even in the case that DM
and anti-DM annihilate into lighter particles in the dark sector, these prod-
ucts must eventually decay or annihilate into SM particles. We will see how
these processes are implemented in the composite ADM with dark photon
portal in chapter 4.

2.3.3 Cosmological Evolution of Asymmetric Dark Matter

As we have seen the construction of the ADM, it is worth summarizing the
cosmological evolution of the ADM.

First, at high temperatures, the asymmetry is generated in the SM
and/or the dark sector via baryogenesis. At this moment, the B −L portal
is active and distributes the asymmetry injected. Next, the portal inter-
action becomes inactive to maintain an equilibrium between the SM and
the dark sector, and the asymmetry in each sector is fixed. Finally, after
the thermal decoupling of the two sectors, each sector develops and anni-
hilates the symmetric component independently. We show in Figure 2.1
the schematic picture of the ADM evolution process. In the figure, χ and
b represent DM and baryon, respectively, and barred characters represent
anti-particles. Light blue and red rectangles show the symmetric and the
asymmetric components in each sector, respectively.

Notice that through the annihilation of the symmetric component, there
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Dark Sector

<latexit sha1_base64="wZh4XfFKxM1fyvArlC3OS8BELHg=">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</latexit>

SM Sector

<latexit sha1_base64="9+sIK6TAsKAelvQfw6g4LElcRmw=">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</latexit>

Dark Sector

<latexit sha1_base64="viJHjOjsSTB/vSsVkrrwgL+UWTc=">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</latexit>

Annihilation

<latexit sha1_base64="viJHjOjsSTB/vSsVkrrwgL+UWTc=">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</latexit>

Annihilation

<latexit sha1_base64="PGk8buA9GWJS97Hw9q5GNrBkqy8=">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</latexit>

B � L portal

<latexit sha1_base64="bHQq1cnWPQn8ZXOdXBdtj6Er5Bk=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="3/mhwf+tC/zBPAt2yKSuSB2O10Q=">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</latexit>

b̄

<latexit sha1_base64="3NN7zGVEyIcBmvddYicpy+wfZX0=">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</latexit>

�̄
<latexit sha1_base64="F8mKxaBE0wuxbv4RRHTPWouQ/dg=">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</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="bHQq1cnWPQn8ZXOdXBdtj6Er5Bk=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="3/mhwf+tC/zBPAt2yKSuSB2O10Q=">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</latexit>

b̄

<latexit sha1_base64="3NN7zGVEyIcBmvddYicpy+wfZX0=">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</latexit>

�̄
<latexit sha1_base64="F8mKxaBE0wuxbv4RRHTPWouQ/dg=">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</latexit>� <latexit sha1_base64="F8mKxaBE0wuxbv4RRHTPWouQ/dg=">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</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="3NN7zGVEyIcBmvddYicpy+wfZX0=">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</latexit>
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Low
Temperature

Figure 2.1: A schematic picture of the evolution process of ADM with
asymmetry first injected into SM. χ and b represent DM and baryon, re-
spectively, and barred characters represent anti-particles. The dotted arrow
shows the flow of asymmetry transfer and the gray arrow shows the time
flow. The left of the figure corresponds to the high-temperature state and
the right corresponds to the low temperature.
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is no asymmetry transfer between the two sectors, thus the final abundance
is determined at the freeze out of the portal interaction3.

3If there are B − L violating reactions that are active below the portal freeze-out
temperature, final asymmetry is determined by the value at the freeze-out and the strength
of the B − L violating reactions in each sector
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Chapter 3

Experimental Constraints on
DM Models

In this section, we review experiments that aim to search particle DM and
put constraints on general DM models. We mainly review current direct
detection experiments and indirect detection experiments. The review of
direct detection experiments is mainly based on Ref.[62].

3.1 Direct Detection

In most general particle DM models, we assume that the DM candidate
has a feebly but non-zero interaction with SM particles. This assumption
enables the DM to have a chance to scatter with nucleons. If we observe
sudden recoil events in gasses or materials, the event indicates a momentum
transfer caused by DM scattering.

One way to observe this event is accumulating a large number of nucleons
in a cavity to compensate feebleness of DM interaction and enhance the event
rate. This simple setup is a basic idea of the direct detection experiment
and was first suggested in Ref. [63] (see also Refs. [9, 62, 64]).

3.1.1 Overview

To estimate the signals, we need an interaction rate for DM and nucleus-DM
scattering. This rate is written as

dR

dEnr
=

ρM

mTmDM

∫ vesc

vmin

d3v vf(v)
dσ

dEnr
, (3.1.1)

where Enr represents the nuclear recoil energy, mDM is the DM mass, and
ρ = 0.3 GeV/cm3 represents the local DM mass density. mT is the mass of
the target nucleus andM is the targets detector mass, thusM/mT represents
the number of targets in the detector. The lower cutoff of the velocity
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integration, vmin, is the minimum velocity of DM which gives the recoil
energy Enr to the target nucleus. For elastic scattering,

vmin =

√
mTEnr

2µ2
T

, (3.1.2)

where µT is the reduced mass of the DM-target system. The upper cutoff
of the velocity integration is given by the escape velocity of the Milky Way
galaxy, vesc = 544 km/s [65]. To estimate the DM velocity distribution, the
Standard Halo Model is commonly used. In this model, the distribution is
written as,

f(v) = Nesc
e−v

2/v2c

(vc
√
π)3

Θ(vesc − v) , (3.1.3)

where vc = 220 km/s is the local circular velocity at the solar distance. By
taking into account the truncation of the distribution function at the escape
velocity, we set N−1

esc = Erf(vesc/vc) − 2(vesc/vc) exp
(
−v2

esc/v
2
c

)
/
√
π so that∫

d3v f(v) = 1.

When we focus on the fermionic DM model, a DM-nucleus scattering
cross section can be split into spin-independent and spin-dependent parts,

dσ

dEnr
=

mT

2v2µ2
(σSIF

2
SI(Enr) + σSDF

2
SD(Enr)) , (3.1.4)

where FSI and FSD denote the form factor for spin-independent and spin-
dependent interactions, respectively. If the mass scale of the mediator par-
ticle is larger than the momentum transfer, i.e., mmed � q =

√
2mTEnr,

the spin-independent interaction can be induced from scalar exchanging
interaction, L = 1/m2

medQ̄Qχ̄χ, or vector exchanging interaction, L =
1/m2

medQ̄γ
µQχ̄γµχ. Similarly, the spin-dependent types are induced from a

pseudo-scalar exchange, L = 1/m2
medQ̄γ

5Qχ̄γ5χ, or axial vector exchange,
L = 1/m2

medQ̄γ
µγ5Qχ̄γµγ

5χ. Here we denote the SM quarks by Q. If the
mediator is light, the cross section has additional recoil energy dependence
∝ (q2 + m2

med)−2 through the propagator of the mediator. This is the case
for the asymmetric dark matter model described in chapter 4, in which the
light dark photon plays the role of a light mediator between SM and DM.

The form factor accounts for the coherence of the nucleus depending on
the momentum transfer. If q is small, we cannot resolve the structure of
the nucleus, thus the DM scatters off the entire nucleus coherently. On the
other hand, for high q the DM no more scatters off the entire nucleus but
only a part of it. The common choice for spin-independent form factor is

F (q) =
3j1(qr)

qr
exp

(
−q

2s2

2

)
, (3.1.5)
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where j1(x) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, r parameterizes
the nucleus radius and s is the skin-thickness parameter.

If the DM couples to proton and neutron universally, the spin-independent
cross section is given by,

σSI = σn
µ2
T

µ2
n

(fpZ + fn(A− Z))2

f2
n

= σn
µ2
T

µ2
n

A2 , (3.1.6)

where σn is the DM-nucleon scattering cross section and µn is the reduced
mass of the DM-nucleon system. A is the atomic number, Z is the proton
number in the nucleus, and fp and fn denote the coupling strength of the
DM to protons and neutrons. In the case at hand, we set fp = fn. If the DM
couples to protons and neutrons non-universally, i.e., in an isospin violating
way, the situation is a bit changed.

For example, in the case of the dark photon mediator DM mainly couples
to the proton, thus the spin-independent cross section shows the dependence
of σSI ∝ Z2, not σSI ∝ A2. Thus, for the light dark photon mediator, the
spin-independent cross section is written as,

σSI =
16πZ2αEMαDµT ε

2

(m2
med + q2)2

, (3.1.7)

where αD is the coupling strength of the dark U(1) gauge and ε is a pa-
rameter characterizing the kinetic mixing between the SM photon and dark
photon (see chapter 4).

For a WIMP dark matter, a spin-dependent cross section is written with
the Fermi coupling constant,

dσSD
dq2

=
8G2

F

πv2
(ap〈Sp〉+ an〈Sn〉)2J + 1

J

S(|~q|)
S(0)

, (3.1.8)

where 〈Si〉, i = p, n is the expectation value of nucleons in the target nu-
cleus, which depends on the model describing the nuclear. J is the total
nuclear spin of the target and S(|~q|) is the spin-structure function of the
target. The spin-independent cross section shows significant dependence on
the atomic number and typically the heavy nuclei are more sensitive to probe
the spin-independent interaction. On the other hand, a spin-dependent one
only depends on the spin structure of the nuclei and heavier nuclei do not
necessarily show more sensitiveness to spin-dependent interactions. If all
spins in a nucleus are paired, that nucleus is blind to the spin-dependent
interactions. We should notice that in the above formula, we implicitly
assume that the spin-dependent interaction is mediated by the weak inter-
action, and thus the cross section is proportional to the square of the Fermi
coupling. If we consider a spin-dependent interaction mediated by a dark
photon, the cross section receives a modification as G2

F → (m2
med + q2)−2,

similar to the spin-independent cross section. However, the spin-dependent
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Figure 3.1: The current bounds on the WIMP cross section from di-
rect detection experiments, for XENON1T [66, 67, 68], LUX [69, 70],
PandaX-II [71], DarkSide [72], CRESST-III [73], and CDMSlite [74].
We also plot the future sensitivity of DARWIN [75] and the neutrino
floor [76]. To plot this figure, we use the Dark Matter Limit Plot-
ter distributed on the website https://supercdms.slac.stanford.edu/

dark-matter-limit-plotter.

interaction is subdominant when we consider the scattering between nuclei
and dark U(1) charged particles because the spin-independent interaction
is much larger due to the dependence on Z2. If the DM is a dark gauge
singlet, the spin-dependent cross section is relevant. Thus, in the analysis
of chapter 4, we only consider spin-independent cross section because we
assume that half of the DM abundance consists of the dark charged baryon,
p′, and the other half is the dark neutral baryon, n′.

3.1.2 Current Status

The current status of direct detection experiments is summarized in Ref. [64].
We cite the figure of the current bound on the WIMP scattering cross section
in Figure 3.1. We see that the bound from XENON1T is the most stringent.
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3.2 Indirect Detection

After decoupling from the SM thermal bath, DM and anti-DM rarely anni-
hilate, and its comoving density is almost fixed. As the structure formation
evolves, however, inhomogeneities grow and DM-rich regions appear. High
enough DM density reignites the annihilation process and causes high en-
ergy SM particle flux such as gamma-rays or electron flux signals. If we
can detect these fluxes today, this signals footprints of DM annihilation. In
this section, we see how to constrain DM models with indirect detection
experiments. For the review of indirect detection, we refer to Ref. [77]

3.2.1 Overview

To investigate the constraint from the indirect detection, estimation of the
induced flux is important. When we consider detecting the flux from the
center of the Milky Way or dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs), the predicted
flux for DM annihilation can be written as

Φ =

∫ Emax

Emin

dEE

∫
∆Ω

dΩ

4π
〈σv〉dN

dE

∫
l.o.s.

dl nXnX̄ , (3.2.1)

where Emax(min) is the maximum (minimum) energy threshold and ∆Ω is
the field of view of the detector. dN/dE is the distribution of the produced
SM particles, nX,X̄ represent the number density of the DM and anti-DM
distributed within the region of interest, and l.o.s. means the integration
over the line of sight. As we can see, the calculation can be split into three
parts; detector-dependent part, dE dΩ, particle physics model-dependent
part, 〈σv〉 and dN/dE , and astrophysical part, dl nXnX̄ .

To determine the astrophysical factor, the distribution of DM is im-
portant. A commonly used mass distribution is the Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) profile [78],

ρNFW(r) =
ρ0

r/rs(1 + r/rs)2
. (3.2.2)

We use this profile for estimating electron/positron flux in chapter 5, though
our result is not changed significantly even if we choose a cored profile.

There is also a commonly used astrophysical parameter called the J-
factor, which is defined as

J(Ω) =

∫
l.o.s.

dl ρ2
DM , (3.2.3)

where Ω represents the angle dependence of the J-factor. We also use this
parameter in Ref. [79] when we estimate the flux from dSphs.

The calculation of the particle model-dependent part is shown in detail
in chapter 5 and appendix B.
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3.2.2 Experiments

When DMs annihilate/decay into SM particles, the directly produced can
be unstable particles or quarks, which immediately decay or hadronize to
produce stable particles such as photons, electrons, protons, neutrinos, and
their anti-particle. If the DM is massive enough, heavier nuclei can also
be produced. The signals which we observe are those end products of the
annihilation/decay. We briefly review experiments classified by their target
particles.

Gamma-ray

First is the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) [80], which is a space tele-
scope with sensitivity to gamma-rays from 20 MeV to 300 GeV [81]. From
the energy range of this telescope, it is good to constrain O(1) GeV gamma-
ray, and thus we use this result to constrain the ADM model in chapter 5.
For higher energy gamma-rays, which have lower event rates, the Fermi-
LAT loses its sensitivity because the area of the telescope is limited. The
ground-based telescopes such as MAGIC [82] and CTA [83] have effective ar-
eas much larger than Fermi-LAT, thus have sensitivities to the gamma-rays
with energy from O(10) GeV to more than 100 TeV. Due to the opaqueness
of the atmosphere to the gamma-/cosmic-rays, these telescopes do not di-
rectly observe the gamma-/cosmic-rays, but the Cherenkov light which the
particle showers eventually induce.

Electron/Positron flux

For the flux of electron/positron, we can use the data of Voyager-1 [84],
which measures galactic cosmic-rays. The Voyager-1 measured electron
fluxes with energy from 6 MeV to 100 MeV and other ions such as hydrogen
and helium. We will use the electron flux bounds to constrain the ADM
model in chapter 5.

Neutrino flux from the Galactic Center

In detecting neutrinos, we observe the Cherenkov light induced by the inter-
action of neutrinos and medium. Since the neutrinos only interact matters
through weak interaction, we need a large volume of water or ice to accu-
mulate large enough statistics to detect the Cherenkov light. Among water
Cherenkov chamber neutrino detectors, Super-Kamiokande has a low energy
threshold of ∼ 5 MeV[85], which is low enough to detect the neutrinos from
ADM decay. We will use the result [86] to constrain the portal operator in
chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Composite Asymmetric Dark
Matter

In this chapter, we see how to construct a realistic composite ADM model.
The key point is that we utilize confinement caused by a non-Abelian strong
gauge interaction. This enables us to simultaneously explain O(1) GeV DM
mass and a large annihilation cross section. In this model, the confinement
scale controls the DM mass and DMs annihilate into lighter degrees of free-
dom (e.g., dark mesons) via the strong interaction.

By construction, however, the effective number of massless degrees of
freedom in the composite dark sector is sizable in the early Universe. If
those particles are also stable, their energy density overcloses the Universe,
or contributes to the effective number of neutrino degrees of freedom, Neff ,
too much, depending on their masses [14]. Thus, some light portal particle
is needed to transfer the excessive entropy of the dark sector into the SM
sector.

A simple possibility for such a portal is a light dark photon. It has a
mass in the sub-GeV range and decays into the SM particles (mainly into
the leptons) through kinetic mixing with the SM photon. In this chapter,
we investigate the impact of decaying dark photon on Neff and identify the
viable parameter space.

We also construct a minimal ADM model with B−L symmetry. Right-
handed neutrinos are introduced to generate the B−L asymmetry via ther-
mal leptogenesis [15] (see also Refs. [33, 34, 35] for reviews). They also
naturally explain the observed tiny neutrino masses via the seesaw mecha-
nism [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. We reach a simple model with a QCD-like SU(3)
strong interaction and a QED-like U(1) gauge interaction. By taking into
account the derived constraints, we show that such a model can be tested
by direct detection experiments of DM through the coupling to the dark
photon. The content of this chapter is based on Ref. [1].
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4.1 ADM thermal history and cosmological con-
straints on dark photon

In this section, we discuss the thermal history of ADM where the dark
photon plays a crucial role. We also derive cosmological constraints on the
dark photon parameters.

4.1.1 ADM sector

Before discussing constraints on the dark photon, let us overview the mod-
els of composite ADM. For that purpose, we consider an SU(Nc)D gauge
dynamics, which is referred to as the QCD′ in the following. There are Nf -
flavors of vector-like dark quarks (Q′i, Q̄

′
i) (i = 1 · · ·Nf ) with B −L charges

of (qB−L,−qB−L). Hereafter, fermions are taken to be the two-component
Weyl fermion. We assume that the masses of the dark quarks,

Lmass =
∑
i

mQiQiQ̄i + h.c. , (4.1.1)

are smaller than the dynamical scale of the QCD′, ΛQCD′ .
Below the dynamical scale, we assume that the QCD′ exhibits a confine-

ment where the dark quarks are confined into dark mesons and dark baryons.
By assuming spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, we expect that the
lightest mesons are the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone modes, i.e., the dark pi-
ons. The dark pions obtain masses of mπ′ = O(

√
mQΛQCD′), which are

smaller than the dark baryon masses of mb′ = O(Λ′QCD) for mQ � ΛQCD′ .
As the dark baryons carry B − L charges, the lightest ones are good candi-
dates for ADM.1 The annihilation cross section of the dark baryons into the
dark mesons is quite large due to the strong dynamics, with which the sym-
metric part of the DM relic is negligibly small [87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. As a result,
the DM abundance is naturally dominated by the asymmetric component.

In our scenario, we assume that the B−L symmetry is softly broken by
right-handed neutrino masses, MR, which carry a B−L charge of −2.2 The
right-handed neutrinos couple to the SM particles via

LN-SM =
1

2
MRN̄RN̄R + yNHLN̄R + h.c. , (4.1.2)

which triggers the seesaw mechanism. Here, H and L denote the SM Higgs
and the lepton doublets, respectively. The Yukawa coupling is related to the
light neutrino masses via y2

N ∼ mνMR/v
2
EW with vEW being the vacuum

expectation value of the Higgs. The B − L (i.e., baryon) asymmetry is

1We assume that the lightest dark baryons are the ones with the lowest spin, while the
detailed mass spectrum does not change the following discussion qualitatively.

2One can gauge the B − L symmetry, which is spontaneously broken by a vacuum
expectation value of a scalar whose B − L charge is −2.
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generated by thermal leptogenesis when the cosmic temperature is around
the right-handed neutrino mass, T ∼MR & 109-10 GeV [33, 34, 35].

Once the B − L asymmetry is generated, part of it is propagated into
the dark sector through the portal interaction,

LB−Lportal =
1

Mn
portal

ODOSM + h.c. , (4.1.3)

where OD (OSM) is a B−L charged but gauge invariant operator consisting
of the dark (SM) sector fields. Here, Mportal denotes a portal scale with n+4
(n ∈ N) being the mass dimension of the operator, ODOSM. We note that
this portal operator can cause DM decay. We will discuss this point later
because the decay channels and the decay rate are highly model-dependent.
For a while, we assume the DM lifetime is long enough that we treat DM
stable.

The portal interaction eventually decouples at the cosmic temperature
of

TD ∼Mportal

(
Mportal

MPL

)1/(2n−1)

. (4.1.4)

TD is estimated as the temperature where the interaction rate, Γportal ∼
T 2n+1/M2n

portal becomes equal to the Hubble rate, H ∼ T 2/MPl. For a suc-
cessful ADM scenario, TD is required to be lower than MR. In the following,
we also assume that TD is higher than the electroweak scale, i.e., the por-
tal interaction decouples before the Sphaleron process decouples. After the
portal interaction decouples, the B − L number is conserved independently
in the SM sector and in the dark sector. In the ADM models with a large
annihilation cross section, the DM mass is determined by the ratio of the
B − L asymmetries between the DM and the SM sectors, ADM/ASM, that
is,

mDM ' 5 GeV × 30ASM

97ADM
. (4.1.5)

Here, the numerical factor is the ratio between ASM and the baryon asymme-
try observed today, AB/ASM = 30/97 [42]. The value of ASM/ADM, which
is typically of O(1) [as we will see later, e.g., in Eq. (4.2.9)], depends on
the dark sector model. Since the DM candidate in our scenario is the dark
baryons, the DM mass is controlled by ΛQCD′ ; mDM = mb′ ∼ ΛQCD′ . Thus,
the DM mass in the GeV range can be naturally explained by the dynami-
cal scale of ΛQCD′ = O(1) GeV. This is another advantage of the composite
ADM models.

4.1.2 Dark photon portal

In the composite ADM models, we assume a strong gauge dynamics in the
dark sector. Thus, the dark sector entropy is sizable in the early Universe,
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since the dark sector is thermally connected to the SM sector via the portal
interaction. Thus, if the dark pions are stable, they overclose the Universe
or contribute to the effective number of neutrino degrees of freedom, Neff ,
too much, depending on their masses [14]. To evade these problems, we
introduce a dark photon of the U(1)D gauge interaction, referred to as the
QED′, under which the dark quarks are charged. In the presence of the dark
photon, the dark pions can annihilate or decay into the dark photons, which
makes the dark pion harmless.

The mere introduction of the massless dark photon does not solve the
problem, since it also contributes to Neff too much. To avoid this problem,
we further assume that the dark photon has kinetic mixing with the SM
photon and becomes massive by a Higgs mechanism in the dark sector:

LA′-A =
ε

2
FµνF

′µν +
1

2
m2
γ′A
′
µA
′µ . (4.1.6)

Here, F and F ′ are the field strengths of the SM photon A and the dark pho-
ton A′, respectively, and mγ′ denotes the mass of the dark photon. Through
the kinetic mixing parameterized by ε, the massive dark photon decays into
SM fermions with a decay rate,

Γγ′ = Nch
1

3
ε2αmγ′ ' 0.3 s−1 ×Nch

( ε

10−10

)2 ( mγ′

100 MeV

)
. (4.1.7)

Here, α denotes the QED fine-structure constant. When the dark photon
mass is lighter than twice the muon mass, it decays only into a pair of the
electron and the positron, and hence, Nch = 1.

Now, let us summarize the thermal history. Above the decoupling tem-
perature of the portal interaction, TD, the dark sector and the SM sector
are in thermal equilibrium, and the B − L asymmetry is distributed in the
two sectors.

Below TD, two sectors evolve independently. In the dark sector, the
confinement of the strong gauge dynamics takes place at the temperature
of TQCD′ ∼ ΛQCD′ . DM (i.e., the lightest dark baryon) annihilates into the
dark mesons with a very large cross section of O(4π/m2

DM), with which the
symmetric component of DM is erased and only the asymmetric component
is left over. The U(1)D charged dark pions also annihilate into the dark
photons with a cross section of O(4πα2

D/m
2
π′) with αD being the QED′ fine-

structure constant. This cross section is large enough to make the relic
dark pions a subdominant component of DM for αD ∼ α.3 Note that the
relic density of the neutral pions is also suppressed when the neutral pions
are in chemical equilibrium with the charged pions through the inelastic

3The symmetric component of the dark pions is efficiently annihilated away for
mπ′/αD < O(100) TeV, which is satisfied in this model. In this case, O(0.1) of the
DM can consist of the dark pions.
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scattering.4 The dark photon eventually decays into the SM fermions via
the kinetic mixing, so that the initial entropy of the dark sector is transferred
to the SM sector.

To realize the above thermal history, we arrange the masses so that

2×me < mγ′ < mπ′ < mDM , (4.1.8)

where me denotes the electron mass. The first inequality is required to
allow the decay of the dark photon. The second and the third inequalities
are required for the annihilations of the charged dark pions and DM. As the
DM mass is of O(1) GeV, we assume that mπ′ and mγ′ are in the sub-GeV
range.

The following analysis is almost independent of the details of the strong
dynamics in the dark sector as long as the masses are arranged as in Eq. (4.1.8).
In the following numerical analysis, we take theNf = 2 and theNc = 3 cases.
Nc = 3 is the minimal choice as studied in Sec. 4.2.2. It should be noted that
the derived constraints in the following analysis is not significantly changed
for a composite ADM model with a different gauge group and/or a different
number of the flavors. Furthermore, our analyses also apply to more generic
dark sector (not necessarily the composite ADM) models that have a dark
photon portal, with straightforward modifications.

As the dark baryon charged under U(1)D interacts with SM protons via
dark photon exchange, direct detection experiments provide upper bounds
on ε for given mγ′ . On the other hand, the direct detection constraint
highly depends on the DM mass, especially when mDM = O(1) GeV. It is
also changed by the ratio between the number densities of p′ and n′. Thus
we will discuss the direct detection constraint later in Sec. 4.2.2.

4.1.3 Dark photon recoupling

The most stringent constraints on the dark photon property come from the
constraints on Neff = 3.15 ± 0.23 [92] by the precise measurements of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB). Through the decay and the inverse
decay of the dark photon, the dark sector recouples to the SM sector at the
low cosmic temperature. We define the recoupling scale factor, ath, by

3H(ath) =
K1(mγ′/Tγ′)

K2(mγ′/Tγ′)
Γγ′ , (4.1.9)

where H denotes the Hubble expansion rate, Kn denotes the nth order
modified Bessel function of the second kind, and the dark photon decay rate
at rest, Γγ′ , is given by Eq. (4.1.7).

4If the corresponding chiral symmetry is anomalous for the QED′ as in the case of the
SM, the lightest neutral pions decay into the dark photons with a short lifetime.
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We approximate the evolution of the dark photon temperature Tγ′ as a
function of the scale factor, a, by,

Tγ′ =


aQCD′

a
TQCD′ for a < aQCD′ ,

TQCD′ for aQCD′ ≤ a < aF ,
aF

a
TQCD′ for aF ≤ a .

(4.1.10)

Here aQCD′ denotes the scale factor at the confinement. During the period
of the dark hadron decoupling, the dark photon temperature does not scale
by a−1 as the dark hadron energy density is transferred to the dark photon.
Since the details of the QCD′ confinement are not tractable, we simply
assume that the dark photon temperature does not change during the dark
hadron decoupling. Long after the dark hadron decoupling, on the other
hand, the dark photon temperature again scales by a−1. The normalization
of the dark photon temperature well below TQCD′ can be reliably estimated
by using the entropy conservation before and after the QCD′ confinement,
which leads to aF = (41/3)1/3aQCD′ . Here, we count all the degrees of
freedom including the QED′ breaking Higgs before the QCD′ confinement,
while we count only the dark photon after the confinement. Thus, the
degrees of freedom in the dark sector, gD∗ , before the QCD′ confinement is

gD∗ =
∑
γ′,h′,g′

gboson +
7

8

∑
dark quarks

gfermion

= 2 + 2 + 8× 2 +
7

8
× 2× 2× 2× 3 = 41 , (4.1.11)

where γ′, h′, g′ represent the dark photon, the dark Higgs, and the dark gluon
respectively. After the confinement, gD∗ = 3. Then we obtain the numerical
factor 41/3. In the following numerical analysis, we take TQCD′ = 10×TQCD

with the SM QCD transition temperature TQCD = 170 MeV, although the
result does not change as long as TQCD′/TQCD = O(10–100).

We also estimate the cosmic temperature of the SM sector, T , as a func-
tion of the scale factor by the entropy conservation, following Ref. [93]. Here
note that T = Tγ′ for a < aD, where aD denotes the scale factor when the
portal operator decouples. The impact of the resultant dark photon density
on Neff depends on whether the reheating temperature of the SM sector by
the dark photon recoupling is above or below the neutrino decoupling tem-
perature, Tν-dec ' 3 MeV. This is because the dark photon energy primarily
heats up the electromagnetic particles only. To see the temperature at the
recoupling, we define Tcr as

ρSM(ath) + ργ′(ath) = ρSM+γ′(Tcr) , (4.1.12)

where the left-hand (right-hand) side denotes the energy densities before
(after) the recoupling. Here, the energy density of the dark photon before the
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recoupling, ργ′(ath), is evaluated with the following distribution function:5

fγ′(p, a, TF) =
1

exp
(√

m2
γ′ + (a/aF)2p2/TF

)
− 1

. (4.1.13)

The energy density after the recoupling, ρSM+γ′ , is simply given by the
one in thermal equilibrium with a common temperature Tcr. For Tcr >
Tν-dec, we judge that the dark photon recoupling reheats the whole SM
sector. Otherwise, we judge that the recoupling reheats only the electron
and the photon. In the latter case, we estimate the temperature of the
electron+photon system, Tcom, by

ργ+e(ath) + ργ′(ath) = ργ+e+γ′(Tcom) , (4.1.14)

which differs from Tcr, while we assume that the neutrino temperature is
not affected by the decay of the dark photon.

Before moving to the case study, let us make a comment on the neutrino
decoupling temperature. The precise neutrino decoupling temperature can
be slightly lower than 3 MeV and differs depending on what flavor of the
neutrino we take into account [95]. As we will see below, the constraint gets
tighter for the higher neutrino decoupling temperature. The purpose of the
following estimate is to find the parameter region of the dark photon which
is safely consistent with the Neff constraint. Hence, for safety and simplicity,
we use Tν-dec = 3 MeV.

Dark photon recoupling above the neutrino decoupling tempera-
ture: Tcr > Tν-dec

When the reheated temperature of the SM sector by the dark photon recou-
pling exceeds the neutrino decoupling temperature, i.e., Tcr > Tν-dec, most
energy of the dark-photon is re-distributed among the photons, the elec-
trons, and the neutrinos. This situation corresponds to the kinetic mixing
parameter of

ε & 10−10 ×
(

10 MeV

mγ′

)1/2

, (4.1.15)

where the inequality is estimated by Tcr ∼ ε
√
αmγ′MPl > Tν-dec = 3 MeV.

Even in this case, a portion of the thermalized dark photons releases its

5This is valid when double Compton scattering and bremsstrahlung of the dark proton
become inefficient before the dark photon becomes non-relativistic. If the dark photon
is in thermal bath when it becomes non-relativistic, the entropy conservation requires
ργ′ ∝ a3/ ln(a). A similar situation can be found in the freeze-out of self-interacting DM
through a 3→ 2 process [94]. The resultant ργ′(ath) is different from our evaluation only
by a small logarithmic factor.
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energy at the temperature below Tν-dec, which reheats only the electrons
and the photons. Thus, such late-time energy injection affects the neutrino-
to-photon temperature ratio, Tν/Tγ . By considering the entropy conserva-
tion in the electron+photon+dark photon plasma and that in the neutrino
plasma independently, one finds

Tν
Tγ

=

(
4

11

)1/3(
1 +

45

11π2

sγ′(Tν-dec)

T 3
ν-dec

)−1/3

. (4.1.16)

Here, sγ′(Tν-dec) is the entropy density of the dark photon at Tν-dec. As a
result, the effective number of neutrino types is changed to

Neff =

(
1 +

45

11π2

sγ′(Tν-dec)

T 3
ν-dec

)−4/3

N (SM)
ν , (4.1.17)

where N
(SM)
ν = 3.046 [96] (3.045 in the recent analysis [97]) is the SM value.

From the CMB observation, we find that the dark photon mass is bounded
from below,

mγ′ & 20 MeV . (4.1.18)

We note that the constraint does not depend on ε in this case since the crite-
rion depends only on the entropy density of the dark photon at the neutrino
decoupling temperature (see Fig. 4.1). As is clear from the above arguments,
if we choose smaller value of the neutrino decoupling temperature, the lower
mass limit gets weaker. Thus, the constraint (4.1.18) provides a rather tight
constraint on the model and we can say that unconstrained region is safely
consistent with the Neff constraint.

Dark photon recoupling below the neutrino decoupling tempera-
ture: Tcr < Tν-dec

When the kinetic mixing parameter is smaller than Eq. (4.1.15), the dark
photon recoupling reheats only the electron and the photon thermal bath,
while the neutrino temperature does not get contributions from the dark
photon. In this case, the entropy conservation of the neutrino plasma for
a > aν-dec and that of the electron+photon+dark photon plasma leads to
the neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio after the recoupling:

Tν
Tγ

=

(
4

11

)1/3 Tν-dec

Tcom

aν-dec

ath
. (4.1.19)

Accordingly, the effective number of neutrino degrees of freedom is estimated
to be

Neff =

(
Tν-dec

Tcom

)4(aν-dec

ath

)4

N (SM)
ν . (4.1.20)
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Figure 4.1: Constraints on the dark photon parameters. The blue shaded re-
gions are excluded by the cosmological constraints discussed in Sec. 4.1.3. We
take TQCD′ = 1 GeV and aF/aQCD′ = 3, although the result barely depends on
their values. The gray shaded regions are excluded by SN 1987A [98, 99], beam
dump experiments, and collider experiments [100]. The red lines on the left panel
show the upper limit on ε at 90% CL for mDM = 8.5 GeV from PandaX-II exper-
iment [71] (see Sec. 4.2.2). The red lines on the right panel shows the same limit
from XENON1T experiment [66]. We set αD = α (lower) and αD = α/100 (up-
per). In our analysis, we use the Maxwell velocity distribution with the velocity
dispersion of v0 = 220 km/s, which is truncated at the Galactic escape velocity,
vesc = 544 km/s. The local circular velocity is also fixed to be vcirc = 220 km/s
with the peculiar motions of the Earth being neglected. We use a conventional
value of the local DM density, ρDM = 0.3 GeV/cm3, assuming that half of the total
DM consists of p′. We note that the direct detection constraint is sensitive to the
DM mass, while the other constraints are not.

The lower blue shaded region of Fig. 4.1 shows the resultant constraint.
Roughly speaking, the upper limit on ε for a given mγ′ corresponds to the
dark photon lifetime of O(1) s, and hence, to the dark photon decay at
the neutrino decoupling temperature. In the figure, we take account of the
muon, the charged pion, and the charged Kaon decay channels in Γγ′ in
addition to the electron one, when those modes are kinematically allowed.

For the refined Neff constraint on the dark photon, see the Ref. [101].

4.2 Bottom-up construction of a composite B − L
ADM model

In this section, we discuss a minimal model of a composite B − L ADM,
which achieves the thermal history discussed in the previous section. For
Nf = 1, an operator OD charged under the B−L symmetry is also charged
under U(1)D, and hence, no B − L portal interaction is allowed. Thus we
take Nf = 2 as a minimal model.
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SU(2)D B − L U(1)D
Q1 2 qB−L 1/2

Q̄1 2 −qB−L −1/2

Q2 2 qB−L −1/2

Q̄2 2 −qB−L 1/2

Table 4.1: The charge assignment of the minimal model with Nc = 2 and Nf =
2. The QED′ charges of dark quarks are normalized to be ±1/2 without loss of
generality.

4.2.1 Nc = 2 case

In this section, we discuss a model with Nc = 2 and Nf = 2. In Table 4.1,
we show the charge assignment of the dark quarks. In this case, the dark
pions are

π′0 ∝ Q1Q̄1 −Q2Q̄2 , π′+ ∝ Q1Q̄2 , π′− ∝ Q2Q̄1 . (4.2.1)

and the lightest baryons6 are

b ∝ Q1Q2 , b̄ ∝ Q̄1Q̄2 . (4.2.2)

The lowest dimensional portal interaction is

LB−Lportal =
1

M ′4portal

(Q1Q2)(LH)2 + h.c. , (4.2.3)

A drawback of this charge assignment is that it allows

LB−Lmass = MR(Q1Q2) +M †R(Q̄1Q̄2) + h.c. , (4.2.4)

which results in the dark quarks masses of O(MR). Thus, the minimal
charge assignment contradicts the assumption of the composite model.

We may take qB−L = ±1/2 to avoid the unwanted mass term in Eq. (4.2.4).
In this case, the lowest dimensional portal interaction is

LB−Lportal =
1

M ′7portal

(Q1Q2)2(LH)2 + h.c. (4.2.5)

Unlike the portal interaction in Eq. (4.2.3), this operator does not lead to
decay of DM, which can be understood by the residual Z2 symmetry of the

6In this case the lightest baryons are also Nambu-Goldstone modes due to the enhanced
symmetry breaking patter in the chiral limit, U(4)[⊃ SU(2)×SU(2)×U(1)] → USp(4)[⊃
SU(2)×U(1)]. Even if the masses of the lightest baryons are degenerate with those of
the dark pions, the thermal history discussed above does not change as long as the dark
baryon annihilation into the dark pions is efficient.
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SU(3)D B − L U(1)D
U ′ 3 qB−L 2/3

Ū ′ 3̄ −qB−L −2/3

D′ 3 qB−L −1/3

D̄′ 3̄ −qB−L 1/3

Table 4.2: The charge assignment of the minimal model for Nc = 3 and Nf = 2.
The QED′ charges are assigned so that one of the dark baryons becomes neutral.

B−L subgroup. As a result, this choice leads to a viable model of ADM. This
portal operator is a valid choice for the purpose of the ADM scenario. As we
will see shortly, however, we have a model with a simpler portal interaction
for Nc = 3. Hence, we do not pursue this possibility further, although it is
phenomenologically consistent. We also stress that the constraints on the
dark photon parameter space in the previous section are not significantly
changed for the model with Nc = 2 and Nf = 2, although they are derived
for Nc = 3 and Nf = 2.

4.2.2 Nc = 3 case

Now, let us consider the case with Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. In Table 4.2, we
show the charge assignment of the dark quarks. In analogy with SM QCD,
we call Q1 as U ′ and Q2 as D′. As the charge assignment is parallel to the
QCD charge, it is apparently free from quantum anomalies.7 In this case,
the dark pions are

π′0 ∝ U ′Ū ′ −D′D̄′ , π′+ ∝ U ′D̄′ , π′− ∝ D′Ū ′ , (4.2.6)

and the dark baryons are

p′ ∝ U ′U ′D′ , p̄′ ∝ Ū ′Ū ′D̄′ , n′ ∝ U ′D′D′ , n̄′ ∝ Ū ′D̄′D̄′ . (4.2.7)

We summarize hadron mass formulas in the appendix A.1. We emphasize
that the QED′ charge assignment in Table 4.2 is the unique choice (up to
trivial normalization) that makes one of the dark baryon neutral and allows
the following portal interaction.

The lowest dimensional portal interaction is

LB−Lportal =
1

M3
portal

(U ′D′D′)LH + h.c. , (4.2.8)

7This model has a similarity to models based on the idea of the mirror matter [102,
103, 104, 105]. In such scenarios, mirror baryons are DM candidates, although the mirror
photon is massless.
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which requires qB−L = 1/3. For now, we assume that the operator (4.2.8)
exists and is efficient enough to distribute the B − L asymmetry between
the SM and the dark sector.

As we mentioned earlier, we assume that TD is below the right-handed
neutrino mass scale and is above the decoupling temperature of the sphaleron
process. In this case, the ratio of the B − L asymmetries between the dark
and the SM sectors is [106]

ADM

ASM
=

44

237
. (4.2.9)

As a result, we find that the mass of DM is mDM = 8.5 GeV [see Eq. (4.1.5)],
for which we take ΛQCD′ ∼ 10× ΛQCD with ΛQCD ∼ 200 MeV denoting the
QCD dynamical scale. We consider a dark pion mass of O(10–100) MeV or
larger, which corresponds to a quark mass of O(1) MeV or larger. The dark
neutron can be heavier or lighter than the dark proton depending on the
quark mass parameters m1 and m2 [see Eq. (A.1.4)].

An interesting feature of the portal interaction [see Eq. (4.2.8)] is that
it leads to a decay of the dark nucleon into a pair of the dark pion and the
SM neutrino. Although the predicted lifetime of the dark nucleon is much
longer than the age of the Universe, the dark nucleon decay is constrained
by the measurements of the neutrino flux by the Super-Kamiokande (SK)
experiment [107, 108]. Following the analysis of Ref. [106], the decay rate
caused by the portal operator is estimated to be

Γn′→π0′ν̄ =
3v2mn′

64πM6
portal

|W0(0)|2
(

1− m2
π′

m2
n′

)2

, (4.2.10)

where the form factor is estimated as W0(0) ∼ 0.1 GeV2(mn′/1 GeV)2. From
the experimental result of Ref. [107, 108], we obtain the lower limit on the
portal scale from below as Mportal & 109 GeV (see also Ref. [109]). The dark
proton does not mix with the dark neutron when the dark Higgs boson has
a U(1)D charge of −2, since the Z2 subgroup of U(1)D remains unbroken.
When the dark Higgs boson charge is −1, on the other hand, the dark proton
slightly mixes with the dark neutron. In the following, we consider the model
with the dark Higgs charge of −2, although the case with the dark Higgs
charge of −1 is also a viable option as discussed in appendix A.2.

As another interesting feature of the model, the dark proton has a cou-
pling to the SM fermions through the dark photon, with which DM can
be searched. As the dark neutron does not couple to the dark photon, the
expected event rate of the DM direct detection depends on the dark proton
fraction in DM. The dark proton fraction is determined by the dark nucleon
inelastic scattering with the dark pion, which freezes out when the dark
pions annihilate into the dark photons, Tγ′ ∼ mπ′/20–30. Resultantly, the
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dark proton fraction is given by

np′

nn′ + np′
=

1

exp
[
−(mn′ −mp′)/Tγ′

]
+ 1

. (4.2.11)

Since the n′–p′ mass difference, mn′ −mp′ = O(m1,2), is basically smaller
than the dark pion mass, mπ′ = O(

√
m1, 2ΛQCD′) (see appendix A.1), we

consider that p′ accounts for half of DM. 8

Following the analysis in Ref. [117], we place the upper bound on ε on the
dark photon parameter from the 54 ton×day exposure of PandaX-II [71] on
the left panel in Fig. 4.1 (red lines). With this exposure, no signal candidates
were observed while the expected background in the signal region was 1.8±
0.5. This leads to an upper limit of 0.63 signal events in the signal region at
90% CL. We also show a similar limit from XENON1T experiment [66] on
the right panel in Figure 4.1. We see that the constraint from XENON1T
is slightly tighter, though this limit is easily changed by tuning the dark
gauge coupling, αD. Similar constraints are expected from the results of
LUX [69]. The direct detection experiment constraint is severer than that
from SN 1987A for the QED′ fine-structure constant αD = α. For αD = α
and mγ′ . 100 MeV, a large portion of the parameter region can be tested
by future experiments such as XENONnT [118], LZ [119], and Darwin [120].
With a light mediator, mγ′ . 100 MeV, the nuclear recoil energy spectrum of
DM scattering is distinguishable from that of the neutrino background [121].

Finally, let us comment on the constraint of the DM scattering. The dark
photon exchange can cause the velocity independent self-interaction cross
section σ0/mDM ∼ 4πα2

DmDM/m
4
γ′ , which is of O(0.01–0.1) cm2/g. This

cross section is consistent with the constraints, σ0/mDM . 0.1–1cm2/g,
obtained from the galaxy clusters [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129,
130], and, σ0/mDM . 0.01–0.1cm2/g, obtained from the ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies [131, 132]. Even if we consider self scattering induced by the QCD′,
the geometric cross section, σ0/mDM = 4π/m3

DM ∼ 10−5cm2/g, satisfies
these constraints. This is true for the models which we will consider in the
following chapters.

8If the dark photon mass is smaller than the dark deuterium binding energy, the dark
nucleosynthesis could proceed [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116] and significantly change
direct detection signals. If one estimates the dark deuterium binding energy as Bd′ ∼
Bd × ΛQCD′/ΛQCD with the SM value, Bd ' 2.2 MeV, the direct detection constraint
would differ from our analysis for mγ′ . 20 MeV.
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Chapter 5

Effect of Majorana Mass on
ADM

In the last chapter, we constructed the concrete model of composite ADM
and consider the constraints from direct detection experiments and CMB
observations. In general ADM models, because the anti-DM rarely remains
in the late Universe, we expect indirect detection signals are so rare to ob-
serve and usually we do not consider the constraint from indirect detections.
However, with a tiny Majorana mass, the DM can be converted into anti-
DM through late time oscillation and induce a pair-annihilation of ADM
at late times [133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139]. A pair of DM particles
and the antiparticle annihilates into multiple dark pions, and the (neutral)
dark pion subsequently decays into a pair of dark photons. The dark photon
eventually decays into an electron-positron pair. Thus, the late time annihi-
lation of ADM results in multiple soft electrons/positrons. In addition, soft
photons are also emitted as final state radiation. This annihilation signal
may constrain the ADM model discussed in the previous chapter.

A higher dimensional operator which induces a Majorana mass in the
dark baryons can washout the B − L asymmetry generated via the lepto-
genesis. For the leptogenesis to be successful, the B − L breaking higher
dimensional operator is required to be sufficiently suppressed by a large mass
scale.

In this chapter, we consider the constraints on the B−L breaking higher
dimensional operator from cosmological requirements and indirect detection
experiments such as the searches for the γ-ray from the dwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSphs) by the Fermi-LAT and the interstellar electron/positron
flux detection by the Voyager-1.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.1, we briefly
review the composite ADM model constructed in chapter 4 and introduce
the higher dimensional operator which induces a Majorana mass term in the
dark neutron and consider a requirement from successful leptogenesis. In
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section 5.2, we derive the expected γ-ray flux from the dSphs and discuss the
constraints on the model by comparing the flux with the Fermi-LAT results.
We also estimate the interstellar electron/positron flux in cosmic rays from
the late time annihilation and compare it with the Voyager-1 result. The
final section is devoted to the conclusions. The content of this chapter is
based on Ref. [2].

5.1 DM anti-DM oscillation in the composite ADM
model

5.1.1 Simplified Model with Majorana Mass

As we saw, for successful ADM models, we need a B − L breaking effect
such as a large Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino to invoke an
asymmetry in the dark sector. Thus, when we consider higher dimensional
operators, there can be other B−L breaking terms and they might induce a
small Majorana mass in the lightest dark baryon. Because we consider the
baryogenesis, there should be a B−L violation term. Thus, we cannot deny
that there is a Majorana mass term in the dark hadron sector. From now
on, we consider a simplified model wherein the DM has a tiny Majorana
mass term induced by a higher dimensional operator.

We assume the B − L portal interaction,

LB−L portal =
1

M3
portal

(U ′D′D′)(LH) , (5.1.1)

and dimension 9 operator,

LMajorana =
1

Λ5
Majorana

(U ′D′D′)2 , (5.1.2)

which induce the Majorana mass term of dark neutrons at the energy scale
below ΛQCD′ ,

1

Λ5
Majorana

(U ′D′D′)2 →
Λ6

QCD′

Λ5
Majorana

n′n′ . (5.1.3)

Here, the factor Λ6
QCD′

comes from a dimensional ground. The late time

oscillation of n′ into n̄′ induced by the Majorana mass leads to pair annihi-
lation signals. Obviously, this term violates B−L symmetry and thus it can
wash out the B − L asymmetry produced by baryogenesis or leptogenesis.

5.1.2 Leptogenesis and Washout by Majorana mass

The Majorana mass term (5.1.2) violates the B − L conservation, thus if
the processes induced by this term are active enough to maintain thermal
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equilibrium, it leads to asymmetry washout. We roughly estimate the tem-
perature at which these interactions are inactive as,

T 11
Majo

Λ10
Majorana

= H(TMajo) ∼
T 2

Majo

MPl
. (5.1.4)

Thus, if we denote the temperature at which the leptogenesis efficiently
produces B − L asymmetry as Tlepto these two temperatures must satisfy
TMajo > Tlepto not to harm the leptogenesis scenario. At the same time,
the portal operator must be kept efficient until the temperature drops be-
low Tlepto. This condition is given by Tportal < Tlepto, where the portal
decoupling temperature Tportal is determined by

T 7
portal

M6
portal

∼
T 2

portal

MPl
. (5.1.5)

These conditions combined, the energy scales must satisfy

Mportal

(
Mportal

MPl

)1/5

< Tlepto < ΛMajorana

(
ΛMajorana

MPl

)1/9

. (5.1.6)

First, we consider the case that we adopt the thermal leptogenesis scenario.
As we saw in the last chapter, the portal scale is bounded from below,
Mportal > 109 GeV. This bound satisfies the above condition for Tlepto ∼
MR & 109 GeV. From the inequality of the left-hand side, ΛMajorana &
1010 GeV.

Moreover, we have to care about the effect of the dark neutron decay
induced by the portal interaction. As we saw in chapter 4, the decay process
n′ → π0′ + ν̄ is possible due to the B − L portal operator. The decay rate
can be estimated as in Eq.(4.2.10). The produced π0′ eventually decays into
two dark photons and these dark photons finally decay into two pairs of
electrons and positrons. This cascade process can affect the CMB polariza-
tion spectrum due to the CMB ionization. We estimate this effect via the
analysis depicted in Ref. [140]. For 95% confidence level, the lifetime of the
dark scalar is limited as

τ & fXgeff × 2.6× 1025 sec , (5.1.7)

where fX is the energy fraction of the DM which participates in the de-
cay and geff is the function provided in Ref. [140], which depends on the
energy injected into the SM plasma, the lifetime of the DM, τ , and the
decay channel. This analysis results in a lower bound on the lifetime of
n′, τn′ & 1024.4 sec for mn′ = 8.5 GeV,mπ′ = 1 GeV,mγ′ = 40 MeV, which
corresponds to the lower limit on Mportal & 109 GeV and comparable to the
limit from Super-Kamiokande experiment.
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However, these bounds can be evaded by modifying the portal interaction
and the baryogenesis scenario in the following way. By imposing a Z2 matter
parity under which only the dark quarks flip their sign, U ′, D′ → −U ′,−D′,
we find that the lowest dimensional portal operator,

Lnew
portal =

1

M10
portal

(U ′D′D′)2(LH)2 . (5.1.8)

This operator does not cause dark neutron decay but pair annihilation,
n′ + n′ → ν + ν. The bound on Mportal comes from the neutrino signal
in Super-Kamiokande, which places an upper bound on the annihilation
cross section as 〈σv〉 . 10−24 cm3s−1 [141]. From a dimensional analysis, we
can estimate that the annihilation cross section induced by the new portal
operator is

σ ∼ v4

M20
portal

m14
n′ , (5.1.9)

thus even if we take the portal scale as law as the electroweak scale, Mportal =
O(100) GeV, this bound can be easily avoided. This means that we can
combine non-thermal leptogenesis via inflaton decay [142], in which we can
take the leptogenesis temperature as law as Tlepto & 106 GeV [143]. Under
this construction, the portal decoupling temperature must satisfy

Tportal = Mportal(Mportal/MPl)
1/19 . 106 GeV , (5.1.10)

which means Mportal . 106 GeV.
Since the bound on Tlepto is loosened, we can take the Majorana mass

scale as ΛMajorana & 107 GeV. Although we take ΛMajorana = 1010 GeV
as a benchmark point, we continue our analysis for the annihilation signal
keeping the above modification as an option for the portal operator.

5.2 Gamma-ray and Electron/Positron Fluxes

As we have seen in the previous section, the dark neutron obtains a Ma-
jorana mass when the portal operator is generated in association with the
seesaw mechanism. Due to the Majorana mass of the dark neutron, the dark
neutron can oscillate into the anti-dark neutron. The typical time scale of
the oscillation, tosc = m−1

M , is estimated as

tosc ' 1× 1024 sec

(
ΛQCD′

2 GeV

)−6(ΛMajorana

1010 GeV

)5

. (5.2.1)

We now see that some fraction of n′ can convert into n̄′ at a late time, and
then n′/p′ and n̄′ annihilate into the dark pions. The neutral dark pions
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decay into the dark photons, and the dark photons finally decay into e+e−

pairs. γ can be also emitted by the final state radiation (FSR) process as
depicted in figure 5.1. In this section, we discuss the constraints on the late-
time annihilation from the observations of the γ-ray from the dSphs and the
interstellar e+ + e− flux.

5.2.1 Gamma-ray flux from the Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies

The γ-ray signal is one of the most promising channels to search for dark
matter annihilation (e.g., [144, 145] for review). In particular, dSphs in our
galaxy are the ideal targets to search for the γ-ray signal, since they have
high dynamical mass-to-light ratios, (M/L ∼ 10 − 1000), while they lack
contaminating astrophysical γ-ray sources [146, 147]. In this subsection, we
estimate the γ-ray fluxes from the dSphs and compare them with the upper
limits on the fluxes put by the Fermi-LAT.

First, we calculate the γ-ray spectrum at production by the n′n̄′ annihi-
lation processes:

n′n̄′ → mπ′0 + lπ′+ + lπ′− , (m, l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) . (5.2.2)

The cascade spectrum can be calculated by using the technique developed
in [148, 149, 150].

We start to calculate the γ-ray spectrum at the rest frame of γ′. For
mγ′ � me, the spectrum is given by the Altarelli-Parisi approximation
formula [148],1

dÑγ

dx0
=
α

π

1 + (1− x0)2

x0

[
−1 + ln

(
4(1− x0)

ε20

)]
, (5.2.3)

where ε0 = 2me/mγ′ and x0 = 2E0/mγ′ with E0 being the energy of γ at
the rest frame of γ′. α denotes the fine structure constant of SM QED.

The next step is to translate the spectrum in the rest frame of γ′ to that
in the rest frame of π′0. For the case where mπ′ � mγ′ , the spectrum is
calculated as

dÑγ

dx1
= 2

∫ 1

x1

dx0

x0

dÑγ

dx0
f

(
2x1

x0
− 1

)
+O

(
m2
γ′

m2
π′

)
, (5.2.4)

where x1 = 2E1/mπ′ with E1 being the energy of γ at the rest frame of
π′. The function f represents the effect of the anisotropy of the γ′ decay.
According to [151, 149], we take

f(cos θ) =
3

8
(1 + cos2 θ) , (5.2.5)

1In the appendix B.1, we compare the direct calculation of the FSR with the Altarelli-
Parisi approximation formula, and confirm the validity of the approximation in the pa-
rameter region we are interested in.
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Figure 5.1: ADM annihilation which happens at late time: n̄′ can be
generated from the ADM oscillation. Once the n̄′ is generated, dark nucleons
(n′/p′) and n̄′ annihilate into dark pions (π′± and π′0). π′0 subsequently
decays into a pair of dark photons (γ′). γ′ eventually decays into e+ + e−,
and emits γ through the FSR process.

with θ being the angle between the γ emission line and the boost axis of γ′.
Note that the angle θ is kinematically constrained as

cos θ =
2x1

x0
− 1 +O

(
m2
γ′

m2
π′

)
. (5.2.6)

This is the reason why we put f(2x1/x0 − 1) in Eq. (5.2.4).
We next translate the spectrum Eq. (5.2.4) to that in the center of mass

(CM) frame for the ADM annihilation. In order to do that, we need to
know how much π′0 is boosted. If the total number of the dark pions is two
(m+ 2l = 2), we can exactly know the energy/boost of the dark pions since
they should be emitted back to back in the CM frame. In this case, the γ
spectrum is calculated as

dÑ
(m,l)
γ

dx2
= 2

∫ 1

x2

dx1

x1

dÑγ

dx1
+O

(
m2
π′

m2
DM

)
, for m+ 2l = 2 , (5.2.7)

where x2 = E2/mDM with E2 being the energy of γ at the CM frame.
On the other hand, in the case of m + 2l ≥ 3, it becomes highly non-

trivial to know how much the π′0 can be boosted even when we assume that
the matrix element of the annihilation is constant as a function of the final
state momenta. This is because, in this case, the energy spectrum of the
dark pion is given as

dNπ′

dξ
=

1

Rn

dRn
dξ

, (5.2.8)
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where ξ = Eπ′/mDM and Rn is the n = m + 2l body phase space integra-
tion [152]. Eπ′ denotes the energy of the dark pion in the CM frame. In
general, it is difficult to perform the phase space integration for n ≥ 3. How-
ever, as discussed in [152, 150], under the assumption that mπ′0 = mπ′+ ≡
mπ′ � mDM, we can perform the phase space integrations analytically as

dNπ′

dξ
= (n− 1)(n− 2)(1− ξ)n−3ξ +O

(
m2
π′

m2
DM

)
, (5.2.9)

for n = m+ 2l ≥ 3. Using the results, we finally obtain

dÑ
(m,l)
γ

dx2
= 2(n− 1)(n− 2)

∫ 1

x2

dξ(1− ξ)n−3

∫ 1

x2/ξ

dx1

x1

dÑγ

dx1
+O

(
m2
π′

m2
DM

)
,

(5.2.10)

for n = m+ 2l ≥ 3 where we assume mπ′0 = mπ′+ ≡ mπ′ .

Finally, we sum over the possible intermediate states and take into ac-
count the number of the final states. It turns out that the total γ spectrum
from the n′n̄′ annihilation is expressed as

dN
(n′n̄′)
γ

dx2
=
∑
m,l

2m

(
Br(n′n̄′)(m, l)

dÑ
(m,l)
γ

dx2

)
, (5.2.11)

where Br(n′n̄′)(m, l) denotes the branching ratio for the n′n̄′ → mπ′0 +lπ′+ +
lπ′− annihilation process. The factor 2m corresponds to the number of e+e−

pairs in the annihilation process.

In the same way, we can estimate the γ spectrum from the p′n̄′ annihi-
lation processes:

p′n̄′ → mπ′0 + lπ′+ + (l − 1)π′− , (m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , l = 1, 2, · · · ) .
(5.2.12)

The γ spectrum is calculated as

dN
(p′n̄′)
γ

dx2
=
∑
m,l

2m

(
Br(p′n̄′)(m, l)

dÑ
(m,l)
γ

dx2

)
, (5.2.13)

with replacing n = m+2l by n = m+2l−1 in the calculation of dÑ
(m,l)
γ /dx2.

In the following analysis, we simply assume that the branching ratio of
the dark nucleon annihilation can be estimated as that of nucleon-antinucleon
annihilation. According to [153], we approximate the branching ratios by
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the fireball model,2

Br(n′n̄′)(m, l) =
2α2l

(1 + α)n + (1− α)n
nC2l Pn , with n = m+ 2l ,

(5.2.14)

Br(p′n̄′)(m, l) =
2α2l−1

(1 + α)n + (1− α)n
nC2l−1 Pn , with n = m+ 2l − 1 ,

(5.2.15)

where

Pn =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
−(n− 〈n〉)2

2σ2

)
, (5.2.16)

with a = 1/4, 〈n〉 = 5.05, σ2 = a〈n〉 and

α =

{ √
2 for n = 2 ,

1.5 for n 6= 2 .
(5.2.17)

We are now ready to estimate the γ-ray spectrum emitted from the ADM
annihilation. Figure 5.2 shows the value of the γ-ray spectrum. Here, we
take mDM = 10 GeV, mπ′ = 1 GeV and mγ′ = 40 MeV. The black solid
and the dashed lines correspond to the spectra predicted from the n′n̄′ and
p′n̄′ annihilation, respectively. In the analysis, we ignore the contributions
from the annihilation with large (m, l) since the branching ratios of them
are much suppressed. We stop taking the sum over (m, l) if the size of the
contribution is less than 1% of the total amount.

The figure shows that the ADM annihilation predicts the continuous γ-
ray spectrum peaked at the energy of O(mDM/10). This is expected as the
typical number of the dark pions for annihilation is five, and the neutral
dark pion decays into two pairs of e+e−.

It should be reminded that the γ-ray emission from the ADM annihila-
tion can happen at the present universe since the ADM oscillation effectively
happens at the late time scale. The ADM signals can therefore be tested
by γ-ray telescope experiments from nearby sources while evading the con-
straints from the observations of the cosmic microwave observations (see e.g.
[150]).

The γ-ray flux from the dSphs for an energy bin from Emin to Emax is
calculated as

Φ =

∫ Emax

Emin

dEE

∫
∆Ω

dΩ

4π

∫
l.o.s.

dl

(
nn′nn̄′〈σv〉n′n̄′

dN
(n′n̄′)
γ

dE
+ np′nn̄′〈σv〉p′n̄′

dN
(p′n̄′)
γ

dE

)
,

(5.2.18)

2In this approximation, the Parity violating mode, (m, l) = (2, 0), is allowed, although
it is not significant numerically.
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Figure 5.2: The γ-ray spectrum at production from the n′n̄′ (Solid line) and
p′n̄′ (Dashed line) annihilation. We take mπ′ = 1 GeV and mγ′ = 40 MeV.

where we perform the integrations over a solid angle, ∆Ω, and the line-of-
sight (l.o.s.). Here ni and 〈σv〉ij denote the number density of a particle i
at the dSphs and the kinematically averaged cross section for ij annihila-

tion, respectively. N
(n′n̄′)
γ and N

(p′n̄′)
γ are the photon spectra from n′n̄′ and

p′n̄′ annihilation which can be calculated from Eqs. (5.2.11) and (5.2.13),
respectively.

It should be noted that the total amount of the γ-ray flux can be large
enough to be tested by the γ-ray searches on the dSphs although the flux is
suppressed by the factor,

nn̄′

nn′
'
(
t0
tosc

)2

' 1.7× 10−13

(
ΛQCD′

2 GeV

)12(ΛMajorana

1010 GeV

)−10

. (5.2.19)

where t0 ' 4.3 × 1017 sec is the age of the universe. This is because the
thermally-averaged cross section can be large due to the strong interaction.
In the following analysis, we take the annihilation cross sections to be

〈σv〉n′n̄′ = 〈σv〉p′n̄′ =
4π

m2
DM

, (5.2.20)

to give a rough estimation. Such a large annihilation cross section multiplied
by the relative velocity is supported by the cross section measurements of
the non-relativistic nucleon and anti-nucleon annihilation [154, 155] (see also
[156, 157]).3

3The cross section multiplied by the relative velocity in Eq. (5.2.20) is much smaller
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Figure 5.3: The predicted γ-ray flux from the Draco dSph and the 95%
C.L. upper bound obtained by the Fermi-LAT (green shaded region). The
black solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the γ-ray flux when we
take ΛMajorana = 109 GeV, 1.5 × 109 GeV, and 2 × 109 GeV, respectively.
Here, we assume mn′ = mp′ = mDM = 10 GeV and fix mπ′ = 1 GeV,
MR = 5×109 GeV and mγ′ = 40 MeV. For the the detail of the calculation,
see equations from (5.2.2) to (5.2.18).

In Figure 5.3, we show the predicted γ-ray flux from the Draco dSph.
The black solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the γ-ray flux when
we take ΛMajorana = 109 GeV, 1.5× 109 GeV, and 2× 109 GeV, respectively.
Here, we assume mn′ = mp′ = mDM = 10 GeV and fix mπ′ = 1 GeV and
mγ′ = 40 MeV. To obtain the predicted γ-ray spectrum, we use the J-factors
estimated in [79] which takes into account the effects of the non-sphericity
of the dSphs.4 The green line corresponds to the upper bound (95% C.L.)
on the γ-ray flux based on the 6 years of Pass 8 data by the Fermi-LAT
collaboration [159]. The figure shows that the γ-ray flux from the late-time
annihilation becomes comparable to the upper limit on the observed flux for
ΛMajorana = O

(
109
)

GeV, which corresponds to the oscillation time scale of
tosc = O

(
1021

)
sec. We discuss the constraints on the model parameters by

the Fermi-LAT in subsection 5.2.3.

than the unitarity limit.
In Appendix B.2, we discuss the Sommerfeld enhancement effects by the exchange of

the dark pions. There, we find that the enhancement effects are not significant in the
present setup.

4As for the J-factor of the Ursa Minor classical dSphs, we use the value given in [158]
as it is not analyzed in [79].
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Figure 5.4: The e−/e+ spectrum predicted from the n′n̄′ (Solid line) and
p′n̄′ (Dashed line) annihilation for me � mγ′ � mπ′ � mDM.

5.2.2 Interstellar Electron/Positron Flux

The Fermi-LAT observation does not constrain the late-time annihilation
for mDM . 3 GeV, since the Fermi-LAT is sensitive to the γ-ray with energy
higher than 500 MeV5. For such a rather light ADM, the most stringent
constraint is put by the observation of the interstellar e+ + e− flux by the
Voyager-1 [160, 84] (see also [161]). In this subsection, we estimate the
e+ + e− flux from the late-time annihilation in the Milky Way.

The energy spectrum of e+ + e− at production by the late-time ADM
annihilation is obtained by replacing dÑγ/dx0 in Eq. (5.2.3) with the e+/e−

spectrum in the dark photon rest frame,

dÑe

dx0
= δ(x0 − 1) . (5.2.21)

Here, x0 = 2E0/mγ′ with E0 being the energy of either e− or e+. By
repeating the same analysis in the previous section, we can convert this
spectrum to the one in the rest frame of the ADM annihilation. In Figure 5.4,
we show the e+/e− spectrum at production for me � mγ′ � mπ′ � mDM.

For a given e+/e− spectra at production, the interstellar e+ + e− flux

5More precisely, the point-source function broadens below 500 MeV, thus the event
data between 500 MeV to 500 GeV are selected [159].
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Figure 5.5: The interstellar e+ +e− flux in cosmic ray at around the location
of the Earth from the late-time ADM annihilation. The annihilation cross
section and the oscillation time scale is taken to be (t0/tosc)

2 × 〈σv〉 = 1 pb
(tosc � t0). The green, red, and blue lines show the spectrum for mDM =
3 MeV, 5 MeV, and 10 MeV, respectively. The solid lines assume the MED
propagation model, while the upper and the lower dotted lines assume the
MAX and the MIN propagation models, respectively. The NFW halo profile
is used.

around the location of the Earth is given by [162, 163],6

dΦ

dEe
=

1

4πb(E)

(
ρDM

mDM

)2( t0
tosc

)2 ∑
i=n′n̄′,p′n̄′

〈σv〉i
∫ EDM

E
dEs I(E,Es)

dNe i

dE
(Es) .

(5.2.22)

Here, ρDM denotes a local dark matter density at around the location of the
Earth, I(E,Es) is a Green function which encodes the propagation of e±

from a source with a given energy Es to any energy E, and b(E) is the e±

energy loss function.7

In Figure 5.5, we show the interstellar e++e− flux at around the location
of the Earth from the late-time ADM annihilation. Here, the annihilation
cross section and the oscillation time scale are set to be (t0/tosc)

2 × 〈σv〉 =
1 pb. The Green function, I(E,Es), and the energy loss rate, b(E), are
those provided by [162, 163]. In the figure, the solid lines assume the MED
propagation model, while the upper and the lower dotted lines assume the
MAX and the MIN propagation models, respectively (see [164]). The dark
matter profile is assumed to be the NFW profile [78],8 with the local dark

6A typical propagation time of the cosmic ray to travel of O(1) kpc is much shorter
than the age of the universe.

7The Green function is dimensionless while b(E) has a unit of GeV/sec which is typi-
cally b(E) ' 10−(16−15) GeV/sec for E = O(10) MeV to O(1) GeV [162, 163].

8We numerically checked that the spectra are not significantly changed even for a cored
Burkert profile [165], though they are slightly suppressed.
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Figure 5.6: Constraints on the oscillation time scale. The green and the
yellow shaded regions are excluded by the γ-ray constraint (Fermi-LAT),
and by the constraint on the e+ +e− flux (Voyager-1), respectively. We here
assume mn′ = mp′ = mDM and take nn′ = np′ . We also assume mπ′ � mDM

while fixing mγ′ = 40 MeV. The red dotted line is a prospected lower limit
by the γ-ray search from the dSphs by e-ASTROGAM in one year of effective
exposure.

matter density at around the Earth to be ρDM = 0.3 GeV/cm3.
In the figure, we also show the interstellar e+ +e− spectrum observed by

the Voyager-1 [160, 84], where the data is taken from [166]. The figure shows
that the e+ + e− flux from the late-time ADM annihilation is much smaller
than the observed flux for (t0/tosc)

2 × 〈σv〉 = O(1) pb. We will summarize
the constraints from the Voyager-1 in the next subsection.

5.2.3 Constraints on Parameter Space

As we have seen in the previous subsections, we can probe the time scale
of the matter-antimatter oscillation by the γ-ray observation up to tosc =
O
(
1021

)
sec for mDM ' 10 GeV. This oscillation time scale corresponds to

the effective annihilation cross section,9(
t0
tosc

)2

〈σv〉 ∼ 10 pb

(
10 GeV

mDM

)2(1021sec

tosc

)2

. (5.2.23)

A lighter ADM can be also tested by the observation of the interstellar
e+ + e− flux.

9The effective cross section into the γ-ray is further suppressed by Eq. (5.2.3).
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In Figure 5.6, we show the constraints on the oscillation time scale from
the observations by the Fermi-LAT and the Voyager-1. Here, we assume
me � mγ′ � mπ′ � mDM while we fix mγ′ = 40 MeV.10 Although the
typical mass range of the ADM is mDM < O(10) GeV, we show a wider
mass range so that the result can be used for general models. The green
region corresponds to the 95% C.L. excluded region from the Fermi-LAT
observations (see also [167, 150]), where we take into account the γ-ray
fluxes from the 8-classical dSphs. The yellow shaded region corresponds
to the 95% C.L. excluded region from the Voyager-1 observation for the
MED propagation model with the NFW dark halo profile. We see that for
mDM ' 5–10 GeV, the more stringent constraints are put by the Fermi-LAT
observation, where the oscillation time scale shorter than tosc ∼ 1021 sec is
excluded. For a lighter mass region, the Voyager-1 observation excludes the
oscillation time scale shorter than tosc ∼ 1021−22 sec.

In Figure 5.7, we translate the constraints on the oscillation time scale
to those on the parameters of the present model. In the figure, we con-
sider mDM = 2, 5, 10 GeV. We also take ΛQCD′ = 2 GeV × (mDM/10 GeV)
to mimic QCD for each choice of the dark matter mass. We also assume
me � mγ′ � mπ′ � mDM. The green and yellow shaded regions corre-
spond the 95% C.L. excluded regions by the Fermi-LAT and the Voyager-1,
respectively. The solid line corresponds to the lower limit on ΛMajorana,
which comes from the requirement that the Majorana mass term does not
wash out the B − L asymmetry generated via the leptogenesis. Although
the figure seems to suggest that the requirement from the leptogenesis con-
strains mass parameters is more stringent, we note that this bound can be
avoided with the modification of the portal operator in Eq. (5.1.8). Thus,
we should notice that the solid line is model-dependent.

Several comments are in order. In our discussion, we consider only the
γ-ray emitted by the FSR. This should be justified as the γ-rays made by
the Synchrotron radiation and the inverse Compton scattering from the
sub-GeV e+/e− are very soft and below the Fermi-LAT sensitivity [162]. It
should be also noted that the γ-ray signal from the galactic center does not
lead to more stringent constraints, despite the signal strength being higher
than that from the dSphs. This is because the γ-ray background is much
higher for the galactic center, and hence, it is difficult to distinguish the
continuous signal spectrum from the background spectrum.

Future γ-ray searches such as e-ASTROGAM [168, 169], SMILE [170],
GRAINE [171], and GRAMS [172] projects will be important to test the
model further. It should be emphasized that those experiments are sensitive
to the MeV γ-rays, and hence, they are also able to constrain the ADM with
a few GeV mass to which the Fermi-LAT loses sensitivity. In Figure 5.6,

10The constraints do not depend on mγ′ significantly, as long as me � mγ′ � mπ′ �
mDM.
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Figure 5.7: Constraint on our ADM scenario for mDM = 2, 5, 10 GeV.
The green and yellow shaded regions correspond to the 95% C.L. excluded
regions by the Fermi-LAT and the Voyager-1, respectively. The solid line
corresponds to the lower bound of ΛMajorana from Eq.(5.1.6). We also show
the prospected limits by e-ASTROGAM translated from Figure 5.6 as red
dotted lines.

we show the prospected lower limit on tosc at 95%CL by the γ-ray search
from the dSphs by e-ASTROGAM in one year of effective exposure. In our
analysis, we used the effective area and the prospected sensitivities for a γ-
ray flux from a point-like source at a high latitude (in Galactic coordinates)
in [168]. The testable parameter region can be wider when the J-factors of
the ultra-faint dSphs are determined more precisely by future spectroscopic
observations such as the Prime Focus Spectrograph [173]. For example, if
the J-factor of Triangulum II converges to the central value in [79], i.e.
log10 J ' 20, the prospected lower limit on tosc becomes higher for about a
factor of 21/2.

Constraints on the DM scattering are the same as we discussed in the
last paragraph in chapter 4 since we take similar values for the particle
masses and the kinetic mixing parameter. Thus, we can say that the model
is consistent with the astrophysical constraints [122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127,
128, 129, 130, 131, 132] (see chapter 4).
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Chapter 6

Chiral ADM Model

In this chapter, we construct a chiral composite ADM model where the
U(1)D gauge symmetry is embedded into the chiral flavor symmetry. Due
to the dynamical breaking of the chiral flavor symmetry, the model naturally
provides the masses of the dark photon and the dark pions in the sub-GeV
range, both of which play crucial roles for a successful ADM model.

As we saw in the previous chapters, the composite ADM models contain
numerous particles since the models are based on the strong dynamics of a
non-Abelian gauge theory. As repeatedly emphasized in this thesis, if the
dark sector decouples from the visible sector, the lightest particles in the
dark sector overclose the Universe or result in a too large contribution to
the effective number of neutrinos, Neff [14] (see also Ref. [101]). Therefore,
we need a light portal particle that transfers the entropy of the dark sector
into the visible sector to avoid the problems, and we have added a dark
photon which has a kinetic mixing with QED photon.1 We also have seen
that the dark photon with a mass in the sub-GeV range successfully transfers
the excessive energy density of the dark sector into the visible sector.

However, in the previous model, we assume that the dark photon mass
is generated via the dark Higgs mechanism while the dark baryons obtain
their mass by the dark QCD phase transition, thus there is no guarantee
that the dark photon mass satisfies the inequality, mγ′ < mπ′ < mn′,p′ .

In this chapter, we construct a model that naturally provides the dark
photon mass in the sub-GeV range while the mass of the composite ADM
is in the GeV range. For this purpose, we rely on the dynamical generation
of the dark photon mass proposed in Refs. [21, 22]. There, the U(1)D gauge
symmetry is embedded into the chiral flavor symmetry. Due to the dynami-
cal breaking of the chiral flavor symmetry, the model naturally provides the
masses of the dark photon and the dark pions in the sub-GeV range.

1We assume that the two sectors are in thermal equilibrium at the temperature around
the baryogenesis. It is also possible to avoid the problems without a portal particle if the
dark sector temperature is lower than that of the visible sector when the lightest dark
sector particle is massless.
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The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Sec. 6.1, we first review
the composite ADM model in chapter 4 and the mechanism in Refs. [21, 22]
which gives the dark photon mass dynamically. Next, we apply this dynam-
ical mechanism to a simple composite ADM model. Finally, we discuss a
concrete example where the asymmetries in the dark sector and the visible
sector are thermally distributed through higher-dimensional operators. In
Sec. 6.2, we discuss the phenomenology of the models. The final section is
devoted to our conclusions. The content of this chapter is based on Ref. [3].

6.1 MODEL

In this section, we first review the mechanism by which the dark photon
obtains the mass dynamically. After that, we construct a chiral composite
ADM model with two flavors of the dark quarks as a simple example. Finally,
we construct a three-flavor model compatible with B−L portal interactions
which distribute a B−L asymmetry between the visible sector and the dark
sector. Hereafter, Nf represents the number of the flavors of dark quarks.

6.1.1 Dynamical Generation of Dark Photon Mass

In the model of chapter 4, We assumed that we introduce a Higgs boson
or the Stückelberg mechanism [174] to produce the dark photon mass. In
these models, however, we require parameter tuning so that the dark photon
mass is of O(10–100) MeV while the DM mass is of O(1) GeV. To avoid such
parameter tuning, we apply a mechanism which generates a dark photon
mass due to strong dynamics [21, 22]. In this subsection, we review the
dynamical generation of the dark photon mass.

Let us continue to consider a model with Nf = 2 which has SU(3)D ×
U(1)D gauge symmetry as in the previous chapter. The charge assignment of
U(1)D is, on the other hand, changed to the one in Tab. 6.1. For 0 < a < 1,
the U(1)D gauge symmetry is no more vector-like symmetry, and hence,
the mass terms of U ′ and D′ quarks are now forbidden. The U(1)D gauge
symmetry is free from gauge anomalies. The global U(1)B−L symmetry, on
the other hand, has the global anomaly of U(1)B−L× U(1)2

D, although this
does not affect the ADM scenario unless there is a dark helical magnetic
field in the Universe (see, e.g., Ref. [175]).

The assumption of the chiral U(1)D is crucial for the dynamical breaking
of U(1)D, since the vector-like symmetry cannot be broken spontaneously
by strong dynamics [176]. Note also that the U(1)D gauge symmetry explic-
itly breaks the SU(2)′L× SU(2)′R flavor symmetry of the dark quarks into
the third component of the dark isospin symmetry, U(1)′3. Hereafter, I ′3
refers to the charge under U(1)′3. The SU(2)′L× SU(2)′R flavor symmetry
remains an approximate symmetry as long as the U(1)D gauge interaction
is perturbative.
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SU(3)D U(1)D U(1)B−L U(1)′3
U
′

3 1 1/3 1

D
′

3 −1 1/3 −1

Ū
′

3̄ −a −1/3 −1

D̄
′

3̄ a −1/3 1

Table 6.1: The charge assignment of the chiral composite ADM model. We take
0 < a < 1, and hence, the U(1)D gauge symmetry is not vector-like. The U(1)′3
symmetry is the third component of the dark isospin symmetry, SU(2)′V .

Below Λ′D, the dark quark bilinears condense as follows,〈
U ′Ū ′ + U ′†Ū ′†

〉
=
〈
D′D̄′ +D′†D̄′†

〉
= O

(
Λ′3D
)
. (6.1.1)

The condensate in this channel is expected to be favored than other channels
such as 〈U ′D̄′〉 since this channel has the smallest U(1)D charge, that is |1−
a| < |1+a|, for 0 < a < 1 [21]. These condensations spontaneously break the
U(1)D gauge symmetry. Besides, they also break the approximate SU(2)′L×
SU(2)′R flavor symmetry into the diagonal subgroup, SU(2)′V . On the other
hand, U(1)B−L is not broken by the condensations, and hence, U(1)B−L and
U(1)′3 are exact (accidental) symmetries up to U(1)D anomaly.2

Associated with spontaneous breaking of SU(2)′L× SU(2)′R into SU(2)′V ,
there are three pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons. The low energy
effective theory of the NG bosons is well described by the matrix-valued
SU(2) field,

U(x) = exp

[
i

f ′π

3∑
i=1

π′i(x)σi

]
, (6.1.2)

where f ′π denotes the dark pion decay constant, π′i(x) (i = 1, 2, 3) are three
Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons and σi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices.3

Of these three NG bosons, π′3 becomes the longitudinal component of the
dark photon, since the U(1)D symmetry is realized by the shift of π′3 at

around ~π′ = 0. Hereafter, we call the two remaining NG bosons, π′ ≡
(π′1 + iπ′2)/

√
2 (and its complex conjugate π′†), the dark pions.

The kinetic term and the U(1)D gauge interaction of the dark pion is
described by

L =
f ′2π
4

tr[(DµU)(DµU)†] , (6.1.3)

2The appearance of the accidental symmetries is a generic advantage of the composite
dark matter models [177, 178].

3We take the normalization of Eqs. (6.1.2) and (6.1.3) so that the corresponding fπ in
the QCD is fπ ' 93 MeV.
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where the covariant derivative of U(x) is given by,

DµU = ∂µU(x)− ieDA′µσ3U(x) + iaeDA
′
µU(x)σ3 . (6.1.4)

Here, eD is the gauge coupling constant of U(1)D. In the “unitary gauge”,
π′3 = 0, we obtain interactions between the dark pion and the dark photon,

L = (Dµπ
′)†(Dµπ′)− e2

D(1− a)2A′µA
′µπ′†π′ +

1

2
e2
D(1− a)2f ′2π A

′2
µ + · · · ,

(6.1.5)

where the ellipses denote the higher dimensional terms suppressed by fπ′ .
We introduced the “covariant” derivative of π′,

Dµπ
′ = ∂µπ

′ + ieD(1 + a)A′µπ
′ . (6.1.6)

The U(1)D invariance of Eq. (6.1.5) is not manifest due to the non-linear
realization of U(1)D, although the effective theory in Eq. (6.1.3) is manifestly
U(1)D invariant.

The third term of Eq. (6.1.5) gives the dark photon mass,

mγ′ = eD(1− a)f ′π '
√

3

4π
eD(1− a)mρ′ , (6.1.7)

In the final expression, we have used the naive dimensional analysis between
the (dark) pion decay constant and the (dark) rho meson mass [179],

f ′π '
√
Nc

4π
mρ′ , (6.1.8)

with Nc = 3. Here, mρ′ is the mass of the dark rho meson. The dark photon
becomes massless for a = 1, which corresponds to the vector-like U(1)D.

Since the U(1)D gauge symmetry forbids the mass term of the U ′ and
D′ dark quarks, the mass of the dark pion is generated by the U(1)D gauge
interaction which breaks the SU(2)′L× SU(2)′R symmetry explicitly. At the
leading order of the U(1)D gauge coupling, the masses of the dark pions are
given by [180, 181],

m2
aδ
ab =

e2
D

2f2
π′

∫
d4xDµν(x)〈[QaA[QbA, T (jµD(x)jνD(0))]]〉 . (6.1.9)

Here, Dµν is the dark photon propagator, and QaA(a = 1, 2, 3) is the axial
charges of SU(2)′L× SU(2)′R symmetry. Since the dark pion is defined by
π′ = (π′1 + iπ′2)/

√
2, we take a = b = 1 in the following. The decay constant

fπ′ is defined so that it corresponds to fπ ' 93 MeV in the visible sector.
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The U(1)D current is given by,

jµD = αj3µ
V + βj3µ

A , (6.1.10)

j3µ
V =

1

2
U ′†σ̄µU ′ − 1

2
D′†σ̄µD′ − 1

2
Ū ′
†
σ̄µŪ ′ +

1

2
D̄′
†
σ̄µD̄′ , (6.1.11)

j3µ
A =

1

2
U ′†σ̄µU ′ − 1

2
D′†σ̄µD′ +

1

2
Ū ′
†
σ̄µŪ ′ − 1

2
D̄′
†
σ̄µD̄′ , (6.1.12)

α = 1 + a , β = 1− a . (6.1.13)

By using the commutation relations between Q1
A and j3µ

A,V , we obtain,

m2
π′ =

4ae2
D

f2
π′

∫
d4xDµν(x)(V µν(x)−Aµν(x)) , (6.1.14)

V µν(x) = 〈Tj3µ
V (x)j3ν

V (0)〉 , (6.1.15)

Aµν(x) = 〈Tj3µ
A (x)j3ν

A (0)〉 . (6.1.16)

Then, we obtain,

m2
π′ '

3a log 2

2π2
e2
Dm

2
ρ′ , (6.1.17)

where we have neglected the dark photon mass in the propagator, whose

effects are suppressed by O
(
m2
γ′/m

2
ρ′

)
. The dark pion becomes massless for

a = 0, where the U(1)D gauge symmetry does not break SU(2)′R explicitly.
By comparing Eqs. (6.1.7) and (6.1.17), we find that the condition a & 0.2
is required for the dark pion mass to be larger than the dark photon mass.

Some constraints on the dark photon/pion masses put bounds on a and
eD. In Fig. 6.1, we show the viable parameter region. The figure shows
that the requirement mπ′ > mγ′ is achieved for a & 0.13 (outside the green
shaded region). We also show the lower limits on mγ′ from the effective
number of neutrino degrees of freedom, Neff [101] as blue/orange shaded
regions. The blue shaded region, which corresponds to mγ′ . 8.5 MeV, is
excluded by the Neff constraint from the Planck observation of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) [10] for ε & 10−9. The orange one corre-
sponding to mγ′ . 17 MeV shows the future sensitivity of the stage-IV
CMB experiment [182].

6.1.2 Chiral Composite ADM for Nf = 2

By combining the ideas in chapter 4 and Sec. 6.1.1, we construct the chiral
composite ADM model in which the dark photon mass is generated dynam-
ically. In the model with Nf = 2 so far considered, the lightest dark baryons
are

p′ ∝ U ′U ′D′ , p̄′ ∝ Ū ′Ū ′D̄′ , n′ ∝ U ′D′D′ , n̄′ ∝ Ū ′D̄′D̄′ , (6.1.18)
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Figure 6.1: The contours of the dark photon/pion masses on a (a, eD) plane.
Here, we take mρ′ = mρ×5 (mρ ' 775 MeV), which corresponds to the dark
baryon mass, mp′,n′ ' 5–6 GeV. The green shaded region corresponding to
mπ′ < mγ′ is disfavored. The blue and the orange shaded regions correspond
to the Neff constraints from the current and the future CMB observations
for ε & 10−9 [101].

as in QCD. Due to the non-trivial baryon charges, they are stable and even-
tually become DM. The mass partner of p′ is p̄′, and that of n′ is n̄′. This
combination results from the U(1)′3 and the U(1)B−L symmetries. Besides,
the masses of the dark proton and the dark neutron are identical due to
the charge conjugation symmetry which interchanges U ′ and D′. Therefore,
both the dark proton and the dark neutron become dark matter.

In summary, we obtain the chiral composite ADM model based on the
charge assignment in Tab. 6.1, which naturally provides the desirable spec-
trum,

mγ′ < mπ′ < mDM . (6.1.19)

In this model,

• The dark baryons are stable due to B − L symmetry.

• The dark baryon density is dominated by the asymmetric components
due to the large annihilation cross section of the dark baryons into the
dark pions.

• The chiral U(1)D gauge symmetry is broken dynamically, whose mass
is suppressed compared with the dark baryons.

• The dark pion mass is generated by the radiative correction of the
U(1)D interaction. The mass can be larger than the dark photon
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mass, and hence, the dark pion annihilates into the dark photon pairs
efficiently.4

For ADM/ASM = O(1), the dark matter density is reproduced by mDM =
O(1) GeV, with which the masses of the dark photon and the dark pion are
predicted in the sub-GeV due to the dynamical symmetry breaking.

6.1.3 Chiral Composite ADM for Nf = 3

For successful ADM models, we need a portal interaction with which the
B−L asymmetry is thermally distributed between the visible and the dark
sectors. One of such portal interactions can be given by higher-dimensional
operators [183, 106],

LB−Lportal =
1

Mn
portal

ODLH + h.c. (6.1.20)

Here, L and H denote the lepton and the Higgs doublets in the visible sector.
OD is a B − L charged but U(1)D neutral operator in the dark sector with
the mass dimension dD = n + 3/2. Mportal encapsulates the energy scale
of the portal interactions. With this portal interaction, the visible and the
dark sectors are in the thermal equilibrium at the high temperature. The
B−L asymmetry is also thermally distributed through the same operators.
The portal interaction eventually decouples at the temperature,

TD ∼Mportal

(
Mportal

MPl

)1/(2n−1)

. (6.1.21)

Below the decoupling temperature, the B−L asymmetries in the two sector
are conserved separately.

In the model in the previous subsection, however, there is no good candi-
date for OD which is B −L charged but neutral under the SU(3)D× U(1)D
gauge symmetry. To allow the B − L portal interaction in Eq. (6.1.20), we
extend the composite ADM model with an additional generation of dark
quarks so that Nf = 3.5 The charge assignment of the dark quarks under
the gauge and the global symmetries are given in Tab. 6.2. In this model,
the third flavor, (S′, S̄′), is vector-like, and hence, it has a mass mS′ , where
we assume mS′ < Λ′D. In the presence of the third flavor dark quark, the
B − L portal interaction can be given by,

LB−L portal =
1

M3
∗

(U ′D′S′)LH +
1

M3
∗

(Ū ′†D̄′†S′)LH + h.c. (6.1.22)

4In the present model, there is no “dark neutral pion” as it is absorbed by the dark
photon. Thus, there is no need to assume that the dark pion mass is twice larger than
the dark photon mass.

5We may instead extend the non-Abelian gauge group to SU(2)D while keeping Nf = 2.
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SU(3)D U(1)D U(1)B−L U(1)′3 U(1)′8
U ′ 3 1 1/3 1 1
D′ 3 −1 1/3 −1 1
S′ 3 0 1/3 0 −2
Ū ′ 3̄ −a −1/3 −1 −1
D̄′ 3̄ a −1/3 1 −1
S̄′ 3̄ 0 −1/3 0 2

Table 6.2: The charge assignment of the dark quarks for Nf = 3. The U(1)′3 and
U(1)′8 symmetries are the two components of the Cartan subgroup of the vector-like
SU(3)′V symmetry.

For the B − L asymmetry generation mechanism, we assume, for ex-
ample, the thermal leptogenesis [15]. In the thermal leptogenesis, the re-
heating temperature, TR, after inflation is required to be higher than, TR &
109-10 GeV [33, 34]. Thus, for the scenario to be successful, we require
TD . TR, which reads,

Mportal . TR

(
MPl

TR

)1/2n

' 1011 GeV ×
(

TR
109.5 GeV

)5/6

, (6.1.23)

where we have used n = 3 in the last inequality. In this case, we assume that
the portal interaction is generated by a new sector at Mportal ' 1011 GeV as
in chapter 4.

Our portal mechanism works with other types of baryogenesis in the
visible sector. Again, TD should be lower than the temperature of the com-
pletion of the baryogenesis. In addition, when the baryogenesis does not
generate the lepton asymmetry directly, TD is required to be lower than the
temperature Tsph ∼ 1012 GeV, below which the sphaleron process is in equi-
librium (see e.g. Ref. [184]). Other leptogenesis in the visible sector which
completes above TD also works. However, the numerical value of the dark
sector asymmetry will be altered from the one used in the present paper if
Tsph < TD.

For m′S . Λ′D, we assume that the dark quark bilinears condense as,〈
U ′Ū ′ + U ′†Ū ′†

〉
=
〈
D′D̄′ +D′†D̄′†

〉
=
〈
S′S̄′ + S′†S̄′†

〉
= O

(
Λ′3D
)
.

(6.1.24)

The condensates spontaneously break the U(1)D gauge symmetry and the
approximate SU(3)′L× SU(3)′R symmetry to the diagonal subgroup SU(3)′V .
Note that the two components of the Cartan subgroup of SU(3)′V , U(1)′3 and
U(1)′8, are exact (accidental) symmetry up to U(1)D anomaly and remain
unbroken by the condensates in Eq. (6.1.24). As in the model with Nf = 2,
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the NG boson corresponding to π′3 becomes the longitudinal component of
the U(1)D gauge boson.

As in QCD, the dark quarks are confined into hadrons, and the lightest
baryons and the NG bosons form the octet representations of SU(3)′V ,

B′α=

 Σ′3α + Λ′α/
√

3
√

2Σ′1α
√

2p′α√
2Σ′2α −Σ′3α + Λ′α/

√
3

√
2n′α√

2Ξ′2α
√

2Ξ′1α −2Λ′α/
√

3

 ,

M ′=

 η′/
√

3
√

2π′
√

2K ′1√
2π′† η′/

√
3

√
2K ′2√

2K ′1†
√

2K ′2† −2η′/
√

3

 , (6.1.25)

where we have taken the unitary gauge, i.e., π′3 = 0. The index α denotes
the Weyl spinor components. The names of the dark baryons and the dark
mesons are after the corresponding baryons and the mesons in the visible
sector.6 The U(1)D charges of them are not parallel with the U(1)QED

charges in the visible sector. The dark baryons are also associated with
their antiparticles, B̄α. The mesons π′ and K ′1,2 are complex scalars, while
η′ is a pseudo scalar.

As in the model with Nf = 2, all the physical NG bosons become mas-
sive. The π′ mass is from the U(1)D interaction as in Eq. (6.1.17). The NG
bosons which have the S components obtain masses of O

(√
mS′Λ

′
D

)
due to

the explicit mass term of (S′, S̄′).7 In the following, we assume that they
are slightly heavier than the dark pion, so that they annihilate into the dark
pions very efficiently. Note that all the NG bosons other than η′ are stable
when no NG bosons are twice heavier than the other NG bosons.8

The leading mass term of the baryons is from

Lmass '
1

2
mB tr

[
BUB̄U †

]
+ h.c. , (6.1.26)

' mB(p′p̄′ + n′n̄′ + Λ′Λ̄′ +
3∑
i=1

Σ′iΣ̄′i +
2∑
i=1

Ξ′iΞ̄′i) + h.c. , (6.1.27)

where

U(x) = exp

[
i

f ′π
M(x)

]
. (6.1.28)

The term in Eq. (6.1.26) is invariant under U(1)D× SU(3)′L× SU(3)′R. Note
that the dark baryon masses are not identical due to the U(1)D gauge in-
teraction and the mass of (S′, S̄′).

6The dark η′ corresponds to η in the visible sector.
7Due to the charge conjugation symmetry which exchanges U ′ and D′, the masses of

K′1,2 are identical.
8When η′ is twice heavier than γ′, it decays into a pair of the dark photons. For a

lighter η′, it decays into γ′ + e+ + e− through the kinetic mixing.
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6.2 Phenomenology and Cosmology of Nf = 3 Model

When the mass difference between the dark baryons larger than the dark
NG boson masses, the heavier baryons decay into the lighter baryons by
emitting a dark NG boson. Besides, Σ′3 decays into a pair of Λ′ and the
dark photon when their mass difference is larger than the mass of the dark
photon. Even if the mass difference is smaller than the dark photon mass,
Σ′3 eventually decays into Λ′ + e+ + e− through the kinetic mixing of the
dark photon. As the total dark baryon number is conserved, however, the
details of the decay properties of the dark baryons do not affect the number
density of the dark baryons. Since all the dark baryon masses are around
mB, the dark baryon mass density is also insensitive to the details of the
decay properties.

Here, let us comment on the dark baryon density. As shown in Ref. [106],
the ratio ADM/ASM is given by

ADM

ASM
=

22

237
Nf , (6.2.1)

when TD in Eq. (6.1.21) is lower than the temperature Te at which the
electron Yukawa coupling becomes effective in the thermal bath. When TD
is higher than Te but lower than the temperature Tud at which the up and
down Yukawa couplings become effective, the ratio is slightly changed to

ADM

ASM
=

20

213
Nf , (6.2.2)

(see the Appendix C.1). When TD is higher than Tud, the ratio is given by,

ADM

ASM
=

17

149
Nf . (6.2.3)

From these ratios and Eq. (4.1.5), we find that the DM mass is predicted to
be mDM ' 5–6 GeV for Nf = 3 for wide range of TD. In order to achieve
this mDM, we take Λ′D = O(1) GeV.

Note that each dark baryon decays into a pair of a dark meson and an
anti-neutrino in the visible sector through the portal interaction of Eq.(6.1.22).
Thus, the dark baryons are not absolutely stable, although their lifetime is
longer than the age of the Universe forMportal & 107.7 GeV×(mDM/5 GeV)1/2 [106].
From the the upper limit on the anti-neutrino flux over the predicted at-
mospheric flux measured by the Super-Kamiokande experiment [185], we
require Mportal & 108.2 GeV [109, 106, 107, 108] for mDM = 5–6 GeV, which
corresponds to the lifetime, τDM & 1021 sec.

When the mass difference between the dark baryons are smaller than
the dark NG boson masses, multiple dark baryons with different masses
and different U(1)D charges become dark matter. The dark baryons with
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non-vanishing U(1)D charges can be tested by the direct detection sig-
nal by exchanging the dark photon with the proton in the visible sec-
tor. When the dark U(1)D gauge coupling constant is equal to QED cou-
pling constant, a large portion of the parameter space can be tested by
the future XENONnT [186], LZ [119] and DARWIN [75] experiments for
mγ′ . 100 MeV as we saw in chapter 4.

Finally, we discuss the constraints on the dark NG boson density. As we
mentioned earlier, most of the dark NG bosons are stable. When the NG
bosons containing S′ are slightly heavier than the dark pions, the heavier
NG bosons annihilate into the dark pions, while the dark pions annihilate
into a pair of dark photons.9 Accordingly, the dark pion has the largest
number density, and hence, we concentrate on the constraint on the dark
pion density.

The thermally averaged annihilation cross-section of the dark pion is
given by

〈σv〉 =
πα2

D

m2
π′
F
(
mγ′

mπ′

)
, (6.2.4)

where αD = e2
D/4π and

F(x) = 16

√
1− x2

x4(2− x2)2
[(a4 + 1)(x2 − 1)2 + 2a(a2 + 1)(x6 − 3x4 + 4x2 − 2)

+ 3a2(x8 − 4x6 + 6x4 − 4x2 + 2)] . (6.2.5)

At first glance, this formula looks divergent if mγ′ = 0. However, this limit
corresponds to a → 1, then the formula becomes finite and reproduces the
massless U(1) gauge theory. With this annihilation cross-section, the mass
density of the dark pion is given by,

Ωπ′ ∼
3× 10−26 cm3 sec−1

〈σv〉 × ΩDM , (6.2.6)

where we have used the WIMP cross-section, σv ∼ 3 × 10−26 cm3 sec−1,
with which the observed dark matter abundance is achieved by the freeze-
out mechanism.10

If the relic abundance of the dark pion is sizable, the late time annihila-
tion injects extra energy into the galactic medium after the recombination
time. The anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) are
sensitive to such energy injection, which put severe constraint on the en-
ergy injection rate [10]. The effective parameter constrained by the CMB

9The dark photon decays before the neutrino decoupling temperature (see Ref. [101]).
10Here, we assume that there is no asymmetry between the dark pion and the dark

anti-pion, which is justified in the Appendix C.1.
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anisotropies is given by

pann = feff
〈σv〉
mπ′

×
(

Ωπ′

ΩDM

)2

' feff
〈σv〉
mπ′

×
(

3× 10−26 cm3 sec−1

〈σv〉

)2

.

(6.2.7)

Here, the scaling factor (Ωπ′/ΩDM)2 comes from the fact that the energy
injection rate is proportional to mπ′n

2
π′ = ρ2

π′/mπ′ where nπ′ and ρπ′ are the
number and the energy densities of the dark pion, respectively. feff is an
energy fraction released into the intergalactic medium around the red-shift
z ' 600 [187]. The dark photons produced by the dark pion annihilation
eventually decays into a pair of the electron and the positron, and hence,
feff = O(1) [188]. By substituting (6.2.4), we obtain

pann '
(mπ′/GeV)

πα2
DF(mγ′/mπ′)

× 10−34 cm3 s−1 GeV−1 . (6.2.8)

For mπ′ > mγ′ , F(mγ′/mπ′) is O(1) or larger, and hence, the dark pion
density satisfies the current CMB constraint [10],

pann < 3.5× 10−28 cm3 s−1 GeV−1 . (6.2.9)

Therefore, we find that the stable NG bosons do not cause observational
problems.

Though the model is different from the one that we discussed in chap-
ter 4, constraints on the DM scattering are the same, since we take similar
value for the particle masses and kinetic mixing parameter. Thus, we can
say that the model is consistent with the astrophysical constraints [122, 123,
124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132] (see chapter 4).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, we constructed the concrete model for composite ADM with
the dark photon portal, studied the effect of Majorana mass term on this
ADM model, and finally constructed the chiral composite ADM model that
dynamically generates O(100) MeV dark photon mass.

In chapter 4, motivated by the composite ADM scenario, we have in-
vestigated the viable parameter space of the dark photon portal, through
which the energy of the dark sector is transferred to the SM sector. As we
have seen, the stringent bound comes from the observational constraint on
Neff , where the bound depends on whether the reheating temperature of the
SM sector by the dark photon recoupling is above or below the neutrino
decoupling temperature. If the neutrinos are in the thermal bath at the
dark photon recoupling, the recoupling itself does not affect Neff . Still, the
thermalized dark photons affect Neff by heating only electron and photon
plasma after the neutrino decoupling. The observational constraint on Neff

places an upper bound on the dark photon mass in this case. f the neutri-
nos already decoupled from the thermal bath at the dark photon recoupling,
the recoupling directly heats the electrons and the photons and thus changes
Neff . We have obtained a lower bound on the kinetic mixing parameter for
a given dark photon mass.

In addition, we have constructed a minimal model of composite ADM,
which is compatible with the seesaw mechanism and thermal leptogenesis.
It has a QCD-like SU(3) gauge theory and a QED-like U(1) gauge interac-
tion. As the dark proton is charged under U(1)D, our ADM can be tested by
direct detection experiments. We have found that the current direct detec-
tion constraint is severer than that from SN 1987A. A large portion of the
parameter space can be tested by future experiments such as XENONnT,
LZ, and Darwin.

In chapter 5, we discussed the impact of the small Majorana mass term in
the dark baryon by considering the indirect detection bound of the composite
ADM and requirement from a successful leptogenesis.
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As we have discussed, the late time annihilation of ADM results in mul-
tiple soft electrons/positrons and soft photons emitted as the FSR. As a
result, some parameter region of the composite ADM is constrained by the
Fermi-LAT and the Voyager-1 observations. At first sight, the obtained
constraint is looser than one from the requirement that the Majorana mass
term does not washout the B−L asymmetry generated via the leptogenesis.
As we discussed before, however, the bound can be avoided by changing the
portal operator and combining it with non-thermal leptogenesis scenarios.
Thus, we should notice that the bound from the thermal leptogenesis is
model-dependent. To investigate the wider region of the parameter space
via indirect detection, we have to track other channels of the signal induced
by DM annihilation or decay. We expect that combining the new chan-
nels, the future experiments which are sensitive to sub-GeV γ-rays such as
e-ASTROGAM [168, 169], SMILE [170], GRAINE [171], and GRAMS [172]
projects will be important to test the oscillating ADM model further.

In chapter 6, we constructed a chiral composite ADM model where the
U(1)D gauge symmetry is embedded into the chiral flavor symmetry. Due to
the dynamical breaking of the chiral flavor symmetry, the model naturally
provides the masses of the dark photon and the dark pions in the sub-GeV
range, both of which play crucial roles for successful ADM models. Let us
emphasize that the dark photon mass is determined by the dynamical scale,
which is an attractive feature of the present model compared with models
with an additional Higgs boson to break U(1)D spontaneously.

The model with Nf = 3 fits well with the scenario where the B − L
asymmetry in the visible sector is thermally distributed to the dark sector
through higher-dimensional B−L portal operators, as in chapter 4 (see also
Refs. [183, 1]). This type of scenario can be tested by multiple channels such
as the direct detection (see the chapter 4 and Ref. [1]), the anti-neutrino flux
from the decay of the dark baryons [106], and the electron/positron flux from
the annihilation of the dark baryons and the dark anti-baryons through the
late-time oscillation [2].

Let us also comment on the possibility of the first-order phase transition
of the dark QCD. In the present model, the chiral U(1)D gauge symmetry
forbids the dark quark masses of U ′ and D′. The QCD with the vanishing
up and down quark masses can exhibit the first-order phase transition de-
pending on the strange quark mass (see, e.g., [189, 190]). Thus, the dark
QCD in the present model may also have the first-order phase transition,
although the dark pion mass induced by the U(1)D gauge interaction could
also affect the order of the phase transition. Once the dark QCD under-
goes the first-order transition at the GeV range, the gravitational waves
generated at the transition could be observed by the pulsar timing array
experiments (see, e.g., [191, 192]) as well as the gravitational wave detection
experiments [193].

Finally, note that the baryon-DM coincidence problem is not fully solved
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by the ADM scenario without specifying the origin of the dark matter mass.
In fact, the puzzle is divided into two subproblems, which are the coinci-
dence of masses and that of the number densities between baryons and DM.
The ADM scenario naturally explains the coincidence of the number density
while it does not answer the mass coincidence. The composite ADM ame-
liorate the mass coincidence problem as it provides the dark matter mass
via the dynamical transmutation in the dark QCD. However, it does not
answer the coincidence problem unless the gauge coupling of the dark QCD
is related to that of QCD. In Ref. [194], we introduced a mirror symmetry
under which the dark sector and the visible sector are exchanged so that the
gauge coupling constants in the two sectors are related to each other. In the
present model, however, introducing the exchanging symmetry is difficult
because the U(1)D gauge symmetry is chiral. One possibility is to embed
the dark QCD and dark QED into a chiral non-Abelian gauge theory, al-
though we have not succeeded in constructing a concrete example. We leave
this issue for a future work.
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Appendix A

Mass Spectrum and Charge
Assignment of ADM

In this appendix, we show the mass spectrum of the dark sector for the
model discussed in section 4.2. In A.1, we show the parameter dependence
of the dark nucleon mass difference. In A.2, we show how to stabilize (or
destabilize) the heavy dark baryon.

A.1 Hadron mass spectrum in the QCD′ + QED′

model

By analogy to the QCD, the masses of the dark pions are estimated as

m2
π′0 ' m2

π0 ×
ΛQCD′

ΛQCD

m1 +m2

mu +md
, (A.1.1)

where mu (d) is the SM up-type (down-type) quark mass and mu′ (d′) is the
dark up-type (down-type) quark mass. The squared mass difference of the
dark pions is given by

m2
π′± ' m2

π′0 + αDΛ2
QCD′ . (A.1.2)

The average dark (SM) nucleon mass mN ′ (N) is given by

mN ′ ' mN ×
ΛQCD′

ΛQCD
, (A.1.3)

while the nucleon mass difference is given by

mn′ −mp′ ' δmQED
n-p ×

ΛQCD′

ΛQCD
× αD + κN (m1 −m2) . (A.1.4)

Here, δmQED
n-p = −0.178+0.004

−0.064 GeV and κN = 0.95+0.08
−0.06 parameterize the

electromagnetic and the isospin-violating contributions, respectively [195].
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A.2 U(1)D Higgs with a charge of −1
For the U(1)D Higgs charge of −1, Yukawa couplings,

LU(1)D mass = yHDQ1Q̄2 + ȳH†DQ̄1Q2 + h.c. , (A.2.1)

induce mixing between the QED′ breaking Higgs and the charged pion. The
charged pion also develops a vacuum expectation value. It induces dark
proton mixing with the dark neutron once the U(1)D symmetry is sponta-
neously broken. In this case, the heavier nucleon can decay into the lighter
one and the dark photon or the charged leptons, depending on the mass
difference mn′ −mp′ [see Eq. (A.1.4)]. If the dark photon channel is kine-
matically forbidden, the lifetime of the heavier nucleon is of O(1010) s for
ε = O(10−10), and its fraction in the whole DM is severely constrained to
be smaller than O(10−4) by the light element abundance [196]. The fraction
is determined by the dark nucleon inelastic scattering with the dark pho-
ton, which is induced by the vacuum expectation value of the charged pion.
This interaction decouples when Tγ′ ∼ |mn′−mp′ |/20–30 if the dark photon
decays below this dark photon temperature. The resultant fraction is of
O(10−9) [see Eq. (4.2.11)], which evades the above cosmological constraint.
If the dark photon decays before Tγ′ ∼ |mn′ − mp′ |/20–30, the freeze-out
temperature is given by Tγ′ ∼ mγ′/20–30.1 In this case, the resultant frac-
tion tends to exceed the upper bound from the cosmological constraint.

The charged pion also mixes with the SM Higgs boson through the vac-
uum expectation value of the charged pion and the Higgs portal coupling,
|H|2|HD|2. Resultantly the charged pion decays into the SM fermions. Such
decay modes provide an alternative route (to kinetic mixing) to transfer the
entropy in the dark sector to the SM sector (see, e.g., Ref. [197]). A detailed
discussion will be given elsewhere.

1If the SM reheating temperature [see Eqs. (4.1.12) and (4.1.14)] is lower than this
dark photon temperature, the freeze-out temperature is the dark photon temperature at
recoupling. If double Compton scattering and bremsstrahlung of the dark proton are
efficient, the freeze-out of the dark photon becomes non-trivial. This is because the dark
photon temperature drops only slowly as Tγ′ ∝ 1/ ln a after dark photon becomes non-
relativistic.
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Appendix B

Calculation Detail for
Annihilation Signal

This appendix corresponds to section 5.2, where we calculate the signals in
the indirect detection experiments. In B.1, we show the detailed calculation
of the final state radiation spectrum. In B.2, we estimate the effect of the
Sommerfeld enhancement in the DM annihilation and show that the effect
does not change the result of chapter 5.

B.1 Final State Radiation In the Dark Photon De-
cay

�0

e+

�

e�
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Figure B.1: One of the Feynman diagrams of the final state radiation.

This appendix is devoted to the photon energy spectrum of the final
state radiation in the dark photon decay, γ′ → e+e−γ. One of the diagrams
is shown in figure B.1.

The invariant amplitude for this process is

M =− 4πεαEMū(p1)

[
/ε∗(p3)

/p1
+ /p3

+me

(p1 + p3)2 −m2
e
/ε(p0) + /ε(p0)

−/p2
− /p3

+me

(p2 + p3)2 −m2
e
/ε∗(p3)

]
v(p2) ,

(B.1.1)
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where ε represents the strength of kinetic mixing, αEM the fine structure
constant of QED, ε the polarization vector, me the electron mass, u and v
spinors, and p momentum vector. Here the subscripts (0, 1, 2, 3) denote the
(γ′, e−, e+, γ).

Summing over the spins of the final state e−, e+ and averaging over the
helicity of initial state γ′, we obtain

1

3

∑
spin

|M|2 =
8(4πεαEM)2

3

1

(m2
13 −m2

e)
2(m2

23 −m2
e)

2[
m2

13m
2
23{2m4

12 + 2m2
12(m2

13 +m2
23) +m4

13 +m4
23}

−m2
e(m

2
13 +m2

23){2m4
12 + 4m2

12(m2
13 +m2

23) + 3(m2
13 +m2

23)2}
+m4

e{2m4
12 + 10m2

12(m2
13 +m2

23) + 11(m2
13 +m2

23)2}
−4m6

e{2m2
12 + 3(m2

13 +m2
23)}+ 2m8

e

]
, (B.1.2)

by using the Mandelstam invariants, m2
ij = (pi − pj)2, with the subscripts

defined above. There is a relation between the invariants, m2
γ′ + 2m2

e =

m2
12 +m2

13 +m2
23, with mγ′ being the dark photon mass. This expression is

symmetric under the exchange between m2
13 and m2

23 as expected.

Now, let us calculate the decay rate with the final state radiation. In the
following calculation, we use the center of mass frame in which three outgo-
ing particles lie in the same plane. Thus, we can transform the three-body
phase space integral into integration over the energy of two particles and
three angles. By taking into account the energy-momentum conservation,
the three-body phase space has 9−4 = 5 d.o.f. After fixing the energy of e−,
three d.o.f. remain. Two of them are angles (α, β) that specify the direction
of ~p3. The last one is an angle δ which determines the plane of decay around
~p3. Thus, Γγ′→e+e−γ can be written as

Γγ′→e+e−γ =

∫
1

16mγ′

1

3

∑
spin

|M|2dE3dE1dαd(cosβ)dδ

(2π)5
, (B.1.3)

=
mγ′

32(2π)3

∫
1

3

∑
spin

|M|2dxdy , (B.1.4)

=
mγ′

32(2π)3

∫
dx

2∑
n=0

ε2n0 [fn(x, ymax(x, ε0))− fn(x, ymin(x, ε0))] .

(B.1.5)

Here we define x = 2E3/mγ′ , y = 2E1/mγ′ and ε0 = 2me/mγ′ . Each fn(x, y)
is defined as the integration of the invariant scattering amplitude over E1,
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Figure B.2: The plot of the analytic formula and the approximation. Here
we take mγ′ = 40 MeV. Two expressions are in good agreement.

i.e., y. The analytical formula for each fn(x, y) is as follows:

f0(x, y) =
8

3
(4πεαEM)2

[
2(1− y)− 1 + (1− x)2

x
ln

(
1− y

1− x− y

)]
, (B.1.6)

f1(x, y) =
4

3
(4πεαEM)2

[
x+ 2y − 2

(1− y)(1− x− y)
+ 2 ln

(
1− y

1− x− y

)]
, (B.1.7)

f2(x, y) =
2

3
(4πεαEM)2

[
x+ 2y − 2

(1− y)(1− x− y)
+

2

x
ln

(
1− y

1− x− y

)]
. (B.1.8)

Here ymin and ymax are the lower and the upper bounds of the integration
region of y corresponding to the Dalitz region. The explicit forms of ymin

and ymax are

ymin = max

1− x

2
− x

2

√
1− ε20

1− x, ε0

 , (B.1.9)

ymax = min

1− x

2
+
x

2

√
1− ε20

1− x, 1

 . (B.1.10)

From above, we obtain the energy spectrum of the final state radiation
photon. The energy spectrum is expressed as [149]

1

Nγ

dNγ

dx
=

1

Γγ′→e+e−

dΓγ′→e+e−γ
dx

. (B.1.11)

Here, Γγ′→e+e− = 1
3ε

2αEMmγ′ is the decay rate of the process γ′ → e+e−.
We compare the result with twice the Altarelli-Parisi approximation formula
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[148]

1

Γγ′→e+e−

dΓγ′→e+e−γ
dx

=
αEM

π

1 + (1− x)2

x
ln

(
4(1− x)

ε20

)
, (B.1.12)

in figure B.2. We take mγ′ = 40 MeV. We see that two formulae are in good
agreement in a wide range of the photon momentum.

B.2 Sommerfeld enhancement

The dark pion exchange between the dark nucleons generates attractive/repulsive
forces between them depending on their spins and the isospins.1 For exam-
ple, one dark pion exchange results in a static potential,

V (r) =
g′2A

16πf2
π′

(τ1 · τ2)(σ1 · ∂)(σ2 · ∂)
1

r
e−mπ′r , (B.2.1)

which goes like 1/r3 in the region of r � m−1
π′ . This potential is obtained

from the axial-current interaction,

L =
g′A
fπ′

∂aπ′N̄ ′γµγ5

(
τa

2

)
N ′ , (B.2.2)

where fπ′ is the decay constant of the dark pion and g′A is the form factor
of the dark nucleon axial current.2 The spin and the isospin indices are
implicit, where σ and τ denote the Pauli matrices applying to the spin and
the isospin of each nucleon, respectively. The way of the isospin transition
can be read off by noting τ1 ij · τ2,k` = 2(δi`δjk − δijδk`/2).

As discussed in [198, 199, 200], the attractive potential forces mediated
by the pseudo-scalar field cause the Sommerfeld enhancement of the dark
matter annihilation [201, 202, 203, 204]. In this appendix, we discuss the
Sommerfeld enhancement caused by the dark pion exchange. In our analysis,
we rely on the formalism of the Sommerfeld enhancement in [205], in which
the lower cut-off on the relative velocity is taken into account in a self-
consistent way.

Following [200], we approximate the potential by a spherical one,

V (r) ' − g′2A
16πf2

π′

1

r3
e−mπ′ , (B.2.3)

1Since the dark quark masses are assumed to be much smaller than the dark dynamical
scale, the dark sector possesses the isospin symmetry as in the case of the QCD in the SM
sector.

2We take the normalization such that fπ ' 93 MeV and gA ' 1.26 in the case of the
SM.
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and estimate the enhancement of the s-wave annihilation.3 Under this ap-
proximation, the Sommerfeld enhancement factor can be obtained by solving
the effective Schrödinger equation,[

− ∇2

2mRED
+ V (r) + uδ(3)(r)

]
ψ(r) =

p2

2mRED
ψ(r) . (B.2.4)

Here, mRED = mDM/2 is the reduced mass and p denotes the relative mo-
mentum of the incident dark matter. The boundary condition of the wave
function ψ(r) is taken to be an incident plane wave with an outgoing spher-
ical wave, i.e. ψ(r) → eipz + feipr/r at r → ∞. The complex parameter
u encodes the annihilation cross section at a short distance without the
Sommerfeld enhancement factor, i.e. u = −iσv0/2.4

Since the potential goes to infinity faster than r−2 at the origin, it must
be regularized at short distances. In our analysis, we introduce a short
distance cutoff r0 satisfying V (r0) = mDM and regulate the scalar potential
by replacing V (r) → Vreg(r) = V (r + r0) [199, 200].5 With the regulated
potential, the Sommerfeld enhancement factor is given by [205],

SENF(v) =
σv

σv0
' S(v)∣∣∣1− im2

RED
4π σv0(T (v) + iS(v))v

∣∣∣2 . (B.2.5)

Here, T (v) and S(v) are given by,

T (v) =
1

p

(
Re

dgp
dr

∣∣∣∣
r=0

− Re
dgp0
dr

∣∣∣∣
r=0

)
, (B.2.6)

S(v) =
1

p
Im

dgp
dr

∣∣∣∣
r=0

, (B.2.7)

with the function gp(r) being a solution of[
− d2

dr2
+ 2mREDVreg(r)− p2

]
gp(r) = 0 , (B.2.8)

gp(0) = 1 , (B.2.9)

lim
r→∞

gp(r) ∝ eipr . (B.2.10)

The short distance cross section σv0 is fixed at a high momentum p0.

3Strictly speaking, we need to solve a coupled equation between the states with angular
momenta, since the potential force in Eq. (B.2.1) changes the nucleon angular momentum
by ∆` = ±2.

4The dark-nucleon self-scattering due to short-range forces can be also encoded in the
real part of u. In our analysis, we assume the self-scattering by short-range forces is
subdominant and take Reu ' 0.

5Our conclusions do not depend on the choice of the regularization significantly.
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Figure B.3: The self-consistent Sommerfeld enhancement factor for an s-
wave annihilation by the 1/r3 potential for v = 10−1(red), 10−2(brown),
10−3(green), and 10−5(blue). We take the same parameters with [200] (Fig-
ure 3 in the reference) for comparison. The short-range annihilation cross
section is assumed to be σv0 = 4π/m2

DM. The solid lines are the enhance-
ment factor in Eq. (B.2.5), and the dashed ones are the naive enhancement
factor S(v).

In Eq. (B.2.5), the factor S(v) corresponds to the naive Sommerfeld en-
hancement factor. The denominator, on the other hand, provides an IR
cutoff in the limit of v → 0 with which the unitarity violation by the naive
Sommerfeld enhancement factor is regulated self-consistently. The regular-
ization effect is particularly important when the short-distance cross section
is large as in the case of the ADM scenario. In Figure B.3, we compare
the naive enhancement factor shown in [200] and the one in Eq. (B.2.5) by
assuming σv0 = 4π/m2

DM.6 The figure shows that the enhancement fac-
tors at the resonances are significantly suppressed when the short-distance
annihilation cross section is large.

Now, let us apply Eq. (B.2.5) to the dark nucleon annihilation. In Fig-
ure B.4, we show the Sommerfeld enhancement factor as a function of mDM

for gA = 1, fπ′ = 1 GeV, and mπ′ = 1 GeV. The figure shows that the reg-
ularization effects are important at around the resonance, mDM ' 21 GeV.
The figure also shows that the Sommerfeld enhancement factor for the mass
region of the ADM, mDM . 10 GeV, is less significant.

As we fix the short-range cross section of the ADM, σv0 ' 4π/m2
DM, to

mimic the measured nucleon annihilation cross section at v = O
(
10−1

)
[154,

6Due to a slightly different choice of Vreg(r), the positions of the resonances appearing
in S(v) are shifted from those in [206].
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Figure B.4: The self-consistent Sommerfeld enhancement factor for an s-
wave dark nucleon annihilation by the 1/r3 potential for v = 10−1(red),
10−2(brown), 10−3(green) and 10−4(blue). The parameters are fixed to be
gA = 1, fπ′ = 1 GeV, and mπ′ = 1 GeV. The solid lines are the enhancement
factor in Eq. (B.2.5), and the dashed ones are the naive enhancement factor
S(v).

155], the effective Sommerfeld enhancement factor corresponds to SENF(v)/SENF(10−1).
The figure shows that the effective enhancement factor is close to unity for
mDM . 10 GeV.

In Figure B.5, we also show the Sommerfeld enhancement factor for more
realistic relations between the parameters,

fπ′ = 0.1×mDM , mπ′ = 0.1×mDM , (B.2.11)

which mimic QCD. The figure shows that no resonance appears when the
parameters satisfy these relations. As a result, we find that the effective
enhancement factor, SENF(v)/SENF(10−1), is O(1).7 We also numerically
confirmed that the results do not depend on the dark pion mass as long as
it is much lighter than the dark nucleon. Therefore, we conclude that the
Sommerfeld enhancement is not significant in the present setup.

7The Sommerfeld enhancement for coupled channels between different angular mo-
menta requires more careful analysis. However, as the centrifugal barriers of the higher
angular momenta make the attractive potential wells shallower and smaller in spatial size,
the resonances are expected to appear at a higher dark nucleon mass than those for ` = 0.
Thus, the coupled equations do not lead to resonances in the mass range mDM . 10 GeV.
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Figure B.5: The self-consistent Sommerfeld enhancement factor for an s-
wave dark nucleon annihilation by the 1/r3 potential for v = 10−1 (red),
10−2 (brown), 10−3 (green) and 10−4 (blue). The parameters are chosen to
be gA = 1, fπ′ = 0.1 × mDM, and mπ′ = 0.1 × mDM. The solid lines are
the enhancement factor in Eq. (B.2.5), and the dashed ones are the naive
enhancement factor S(v).
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Appendix C

Asymmetry in Chiral ADM

In this appendix, we show the detailed calculation of the asymmetry, which
appears in section 6.2.

C.1 Calculation of Asymmetry

In this appendix, we calculate the ratio of the B−L asymmetries in the dark
and the visible sectors, ADM/ASM, following Ref. [207]. We also calculate
the asymmetry between the dark pion and the dark anti-pion.

Let qia be a charge of a massless particle species i in thermal equilibrium,
where a denotes a conserved quantum number such as B − L or the weak
hypercharge, Y . The chemical potential of the particle i, µi, can be written
as

µi =
∑
a

qiaµa, (C.1.1)

where µa is a chemical potential associated with the conserved quantity.
The difference between the number density of i and its antiparticle at tem-
perature T is given by,

ni − n̄i =
T 2

6
g̃iµi . (C.1.2)

Here, g̃i is (twice of) a spin degree of freedom for a fermion (boson). From
these equations, the following equation holds,

ni − n̄i =
∑
a,b

g̃iqiaM
−1
ab Ab , (C.1.3)

where Mab =
∑

i g̃iqiaqib and Aa =
∑

iAia =
∑

i qia(ni − n̄i). Thus, by
giving the asymmetries of the conserved quantum number, Aa, we obtain
the particle-antiparticle asymmetries of each particle.
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Asymmetry Ratio For Te > TD

When the decoupling temperature of theB−L portal interaction in Eq. (6.1.21),
TD, is lower than the temperature Te at which the electron Yukawa coupling
becomes effective, the ratio of the B − L asymmetries are given by [106],

ADM

ASM
=

22

237
Nf . (C.1.4)

Note that U(1)D gauge symmetry is conserved at T � Λ′D in the present
model while there is no U(1)D gauge symmetry in the model in Ref. [106].
With the additional conserved quantity, ADM/ASM can be different in gen-
eral. In the present model, however, M−1

B−L,U(1)D
= 0, and hence, the ratio

ADM/ASM coincides with the model in Ref. [106]. For the model in chap-
ter 4, on the other hand, M−1

B−L,U(1)D
6= 0, and hence, the asymmetry ratio

is slightly changed to ADM/ASM = 66Nf/395.

Asymmetry Ratio For Tud > TD > Te

When TD is higher than Te, we have an additional conserved quantum num-
ber, i.e., the number of the right-handed electron number in the visible
sector. The presence of the additional conserved quantum number alters
the B − L ratio. By assuming the initial condition, µeR = 0, we obtain,

ADM

ASM
=

20

213
Nf . (C.1.5)

After the decoupling of the B − L portal, this value does not change, since
the B−L charge is conserved separately in the dark and the visible sectors.

Asymmetry Ratio For TD > Tud

When the up and down Yukawa couplings are ineffective, we also have an
additional conserved quantum number in the visible sector corresponding to
the charge under the U(1)T3R symmetry, which is the third component of
the SU(2)R in the visible sector. In this case, the asymmetry ratio becomes

ADM

ASM
=

17

149
Nf . (C.1.6)

As in the case of Tud > TD > Te, this value does not change after the
decoupling of the B − L portal.

Asymmetry of the Dark Pions

Since we assume that only the B−L asymmetry is generated, the asymmetry
between the dark pion and dark anti-pion is given by,

nπ′ − nπ̄′ = 2qπ′,I′3M
−1
I′3B−L

AB−L , (C.1.7)
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since qπ′,B−L = 0. In the chiral ADM in Tab. 6.1 and in Tab. 6.2, we find
that M−1

I′3B−L
= 0, and hence, the dark pion does not have asymmetry.
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